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Abstract

We analyse the computational complexity of the recently proposedideal semanticswithin
both abstract argumentation frameworks (AFs) and assumption-based argumentation frame-
works (ABFs). It is shown that while typically less tractable than credulous admissibility se-
mantics, the natural decision problems arising with this extension-based model can, perhaps
surprisingly, be decided more efficiently than sceptical preferred semantics. In particular the
task offinding the unique idealextensionis easier than that ofdecidingif a given argument
is accepted under the sceptical semantics. We provide efficient algorithmic approaches for
the class ofbipartite argumentation frameworks and, finally, present a number of techni-
cal results which offer strong indications that typical problems in ideal argumentation are
complete for the classPC|| of languages decidable by polynomial time algorithms allowed to
make non-adaptive queries to aC oracle, whereC is an upper bound on the computational
complexity of deciding credulous acceptance:C = NP for AFs and logic programming (LP)
instantiations ofABFs;C = Σp

2 for ABFs modelling default theories.

Key words: Computational properties of argumentation; abstract argumentation
frameworks assumption-based argumentation; computational complexity;

1 Introduction

Argumentation models have provided a fruitful source of ideas and technologies
within both theoretical studies and applications of AI. A recent overview of these
contributions may be found in the survey of Bench-Capon and Dunne [3]. Two im-
portant models which have received considerable attentionover the last ten years
are the abstract argumentation frameworks (AFs) of Dung [17] and the related as-
sumption based frameworks (ABFs) of Bondarenkoet al.[5]. Both approaches pro-
vide interpretations for intuitive notions of “collectionof justified arguments” as
subsets satisfying particular criteria with respect to theunderlying framework. In
Dung’s model the concept of “argument” is regarded as an atomic entity whose
principal feature of interest concerns those other arguments with which it is in-
compatible (such incompatability being described by the so-calledattack relation).
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The formalism adopted in Bondarenkoet al.develops a rationale capturing incom-
patability by treating an argument’s structure in terms of an assertion which is the
outcome of a formal derivation process within some logical theory. In this way two
arguments are incompatible if the assertion supported by one is inconsistent with
the premises from which the other is derived.

Importing terminology from non-monotonic logic – one of theearly and still im-
portant application domains of argumentation techniques –collections of justified
arguments (in both schemes) are referred to asextensions. A variety of different
semantics defining the criteria that a set must satisfy in order to constitute an exten-
sion of a particular form have been proposed, e.g. grounded,preferred, and stable.
With respect to such semantics specific arguments may be viewed ascredulously
accepted (a member of at least one set sanctioned by the semantics) orsceptically
accepted (a member ofeveryset sanctioned by the semantics). The extension based
semantics defined byideal extensionswere introduced by Dung, Mancarella and
Toni [19,20] as an alternative sceptical basis for defining collections of justified
arguments in the frameworks promoted by Dung [17] and Bondarenkoet al. [5].

Our principal concern in this article is in classifying the computational complexity
of a number of natural problems related to ideal semantics inboth the abstract argu-
mentation frameworks of [17] and the assumption-based approach of [5]: thereby
addressing a question raised in the study of ideal semanticspresented in [20]. In to-
tal our results present a complexity-theoretic analysis ofideal semantics of a sim-
ilar level of detail to that which has already been achieved for the more widely
studied preferred and stable semantics, e.g. in the work of Dimopoulos and Tor-
res [15], Dunne and Bench-Capon [23,24], Dimopoulos, Nebeland Toni [12–14]
and Dunne [21].

The problems we consider include bothdecisionquestions and those related to the
constructionof ideal extensions. Thus,

a. Given an argumentx is it accepted under the ideal semantics?
b. Given asetof arguments,S

b1. IsS a subsetof the (unique) maximal ideal set (subsequently called the
idealextension)?, i.e. without, necessarily, being an ideal set itself.

b2. IsS, itself, an idealset?
b3. IsS the (unique) idealextension?

c. Is the ideal extension empty?
d. Does the ideal extension coincide with the set of allsceptically acceptedar-

guments?
e. Given anAF or ABF, construct its ideal extension.

For the case ofAFs andflat ABFs with credulous reasoning problems decidable
in some complexity classC, we obtain bounds for these problems ranging from
C–hard, coC–hard, and DiffC–hard (the last of these being the class of languages
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expressible as the intersection of a languageL1 ∈ C with a languageL2 ∈ coC)
through to an exactFPC||–completeness classification for the construction problem
defined in (e).

These preliminary results leave a gap between lower (hardness) bounds and upper
bounds for a number of the decision questions. We subsequently present strong evi-
dence that problems (a), (b1), (b3) and (c) are not containedin any complexity class
strictly belowPC||: specifically that all of these problems arePC||–hard viarandomized
reductionswhich are correct with probability approaching1.

In the remainder of this paper, background definitions are given in Section 2.1 to-
gether with formal definitions of the problems introduced in(a)–(e) above. In the
first part of the paper, forming Section 2, we concentrate on complexity and algo-
rithmic properties ofAFs.1 In Section 2.2, two technical lemmata are given which
characterise properties of ideal sets (Lemma 1) and ofargumentsbelonging to the
ideal extension (Lemma 2). The complexity of decision questions is considered in
Section 2.3 while Section 2.4 provides details of efficient solution approaches for
the special case ofbipartite argumentation frameworks, a class whose properties
have previously been studied in [21]. Our main technical result for AFs is pre-
sented in Section 2.5 wherein an exact classification for thecomplexity offinding
the ideal extension is given. One consequence of this resultis that (under the usual
complexity-theoretic assumptions)constructingthe ideal extension of a given ar-
gumentation framework is, in general, easier thandecidingif one of its arguments
is sceptically accepted. In Section 2.6 we apply a number of techniques originat-
ing from work of [7,8,34] which provide strong evidence thatthe upper bounds
resulting from Section 2.5 are optimal.

We then, in Section 3, turn our attention to complexity questions as they arise
for ideal semantics in assumption-based frameworks, thus extending the range of
known complexity properties forABFs from the pioneering studies of Dimopoulos,
Nebel and Toni in [12–14]. In Section 3.1 we review the basic elements ofABFs
and the formulation of analogues to concepts inAFs given earlier in Section 2.1. We
then recall the translations of divers non-monotonic reasoning systems – amongst
which we focus onLogic Programming(LP) and Default Logic (DL) – as originally
presented in [5]. The complexity of decision problems in theideal semantics for
a number of such settings is considered in Section 3.3. Concluding remarks are
presented in Section 4.

1 The results in this first section have been reported in Dunne [22]: the current article
includes full proofs of these together with their development to ABF settings.
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2 Abstract Argumentation Frameworks

2.1 Backgrounds and review ofAF concepts

The following concepts were introduced in Dung [17].

Definition 1 An argumentation framework(AF) is a pairH = 〈X ,A〉, in which
X is a finite set ofargumentsandA ⊂ X × X is theattack relationshipfor H.
A pair 〈x, y〉 ∈ A is referred to as ‘y is attacked byx’ or ‘ x attacksy’. For R,
S subsets of arguments in theAF H(X ,A), we say thats ∈ S is attackedbyR –
writtenattacks(R, s) – if there is somer ∈ R such that〈r, s〉 ∈ A. For subsetsR
andS ofX we writeattacks(R, S) if there is somes ∈ S for whichattacks(R, s)
holds;x ∈ X is acceptable with respect toS if for everyy ∈ X that attacksx
there is somez ∈ S that attacksy. A subset,S, is conflict-freeif no argument inS
is attacked by any other argument inS. A conflict-free setS is admissibleif every
y ∈ S is acceptable w.r.tS andS is a preferred extensionif it is a maximal (with
respect to⊆) admissible set. A subset,S, is a stable extensionif S is conflict free
and everyy 6∈ S is attacked byS. AnAF,H is coherentif every preferred extension
inH is also a stable extension.

The subsetS is an ideal set([19,20]) ofH if S is admissibleanda subset of every
preferred extension ofH; S is the idealextensionif it is the maximal such set.2

TheAF,H is cohesiveif its maximal ideal extension coincides with the intersection
of all preferred extensions ofH. 3

For S ⊆ X ,

S− =def { p : ∃ q ∈ S such that〈p, q〉 ∈ A}

S+ =def { p : ∃ q ∈ S such that〈q, p〉 ∈ A}

The various semantics motivate the general decision problems of Table 1 that have
been considered in [15,23] w.r.t.AFs and [12–14] inABFs. Subsequentlys de-
notes one of the (extension) type semantics{ADM ,PR,ST,IDL ,IE} corresponding to
admissible sets, preferred extensions, stable extensions, idealsets, and the idealex-
tension. 4 For a given semanticss andAF, H(X ,A) we useEs to denote the set of

2 Dunget al. [19,20] show that there is a unique maximal ideal set in everyAF, ABF.
3 The term cohesive is introduced here: although the concept is defined in [19,20], no
explicit terminology is used to describe such frameworks therein.
4 These, of course, are far from exhaustive: in addition to theideal semantics with which
the present paper is concerned, our selection is intended tocover the principal cases for
which complexity-theoretic issues have been addressed.
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all subsets ofX that satisfy the conditions specified bys. Informally, the canonical
decision problems areVerification(VER), Credulous Acceptance(CA) andScepti-
cal Acceptance(SA), so that for exampleVERs, refers to the decision problem of
verifying that a given set of arguments satisfies the conditions of the semanticss,
i.e. that the set is in the collectionEs. The formal definitions of these problems for
AFs is presented in Table 1.

Table 1
Decision Problems inAFs

Problem Name Instance Question

Verification(VERs) H(X ,A); S ⊆ X Is S ∈ Es(H)?

Credulous Acceptance(CAs) H(X ,A); x ∈ X ∃ S ∈ Es(H) for which x ∈ S?

Sceptical Acceptance(SAs) H(X ,A); x ∈ X ∀ T ∈ Es(H) is x ∈ T?

Existence(EXISTSs) H(X ,A) Is Es(H) 6= ∅?

Emptiness(VER∅
s) H(X ,A) Is Es(H) = {∅}?

In order to avoid excessive repetition, when we subsequently refer to an argument
x as credulously accepted, unless explicitly stated otherwise, this is with respect to
admissibility, i.e.CAADM . Similarly “sceptically accepted” should be understood
as with respect to preferred extensions, i.e.SAPR.

Table 2 summarises known complexity results w.r.t these problems.

Table 2
Computational Complexity w.r.t. semanticss

s VERs CAs SAs EXISTs VER∅
s

ADM P ([17]) NP-c ([15]) Trivial ([17]) Trivial ([17]) coNP-c ([15])

PR coNP-c ([15]) NP-c ([15]) Πp
2-c ([23]) Trivial ([17]) coNP-c ([15])

ST P ([17]) NP-c ([15]) coNP-c / Dp-c NP-c ([15]) Trivial

Remarks

(1) For a complexity classC, C − c denotesC-completeness.
(2) Cases which are described as “trivial” are either those for which the prop-

erty in question always holds such as existence of preferredextensions, or for
which it never holds (or holds only in extreme cases), e.g. the set of stable
extensions for〈X ,A〉 is {∅} if and only ifX = ∅.

(3) The two distinct classifications forSAST arise from the two possible interpre-
tations of sceptical acceptance w.r.t. stable extensions for AFs without any, i.e.
if one regardsx ∈ ∩S∈ST(H) S as holding even whenEST(H) = ∅ then the
decision problem is coNP–complete ([15] via commentary of [23, p. 189]). If,
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however, one requiresH to haveat least onestable extension as a precondition
for x to be sceptically accepted the decision problem becomesDp-complete.5

We consider a number of decision problems relating to properties of ideal exten-
sions in argumentation frameworks as described in Table 3.

Table 3
Decision questions for Ideal Semantics

Problem Name Instance Question

A. VERIDL H(X ,A); S ⊆ X Is S an idealset?

B. VERIE H(X ,A); S ⊆ X Is S the idealextension?

C. VER∅
IE H(X ,A) Is the ideal extension empty?

D. CAIE H(X ,A); x ∈ X Is x in the ideal extension?

E. CS H(X ,A) IsH(X ,A) cohesive?

We also considersearch(so-calledfunction problems) where the aim is not simply
to verify that a given set has a specific property but toconstructan example. In
particular we examine the function problemFIE in which, given anAF H(X ,A), it
is required to return the ideal extension ofH.

We recall thatDp is the class of decision problems,L, whose positive instances
are characterised as those belonging toL1 ∩ L2 whereL1 ∈ NP andL2 ∈ coNP.
The problemSAT-UNSAT whose instances are pairs of 3-CNF formulae〈Φ1,Φ2〉
accepted ifΦ1 is satisfiableandΦ2 is unsatisfiable has been shown to be complete
for this class [32, p. 413]. This class can be interpreted as those decision prob-
lems which may be solved by a (deterministic) polynomial time algorithm which
is allowed to make at most two calls upon anNP oracle. More generally, the com-
plexity classesPNP and FPNP (sometimes denoted∆p

2 and F∆p
2) consist of those

decision problems (respectively function problems) that can be solved by a (deter-
ministic) polynomial time algorithm provided with access to an NP oracle (calls
upon which take a single step so that only polynomially many invocations of this
oracle are allowed).6 An important (presumed) subset ofPNP and its associated
function class is defined by distinguishing whether oracle calls areadaptive– i.e.
the exact formulation of the next oracle query may be dependent on the answers
received to previous questions – or whether such queries arenon-adaptive, i.e. the
form of the questions to be put to the oracle is predeterminedallowing all of these
to be performed in parallel. The latter class has been considered in Wagner [36,37],
Jenner and Toran [27]. Under the standard complexity-theoretic assumptions, it is

5 Although not directly relevant to the topic of the current article, since we are unaware of
any previous published proof of this claim we present such inAppendix B.
6 We refer the reader to e.g. [32, pp. 415–423] for further background.
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We prove the following complexity classifications.

a. VERIDL is coNP–complete.
b. CAIDL is coNP–hard via≤p

m-reducibility.
c. VER∅

IE is NP–hard via≤p
m-reducibility.

d. VERIE is Dp–hard via≤p
m-reducibility.

e. CS is Σp
2–complete.

f. FIE is FPNP
|| –complete.

g. Problems (A)–(E) of Table 3 andFIE are polynomial time solvable forbipar-
tite frameworks.

h. Problems (B)–(E) of Table 3 arePNP
|| –complete viarandomizedreductions.

2.2 Characteristic properties of ideal sets

The upper bound proofs exploit a characterisation of ideal sets in terms of credulous
acceptability presented in Lemma 1. Lemma 2 gives a necessary and sufficient
condition for a givenargumentto be a member of the ideal extension.

Lemma 1 LetH(X ,A) be aAF andS ⊆ X . ThenS defines an ideal set ofH if
and only if both of the conditions below are satisfied:

I1. S ∈ EADM (H), i.e.S is an admissible set of arguments inH.
I2. For every argumentp ∈ S−, there isno admissible set ofH that containsp,

i.e.∀ p ∈ S− ¬CAADM (H, p).

Proof:
(⇒) Suppose thatS ⊆ X is an ideal set ofH. It is immediate from the definition
of ideal set thatS is admissible so (I1) holds. Furthermore, were it the case that
(I2) failed to hold, then there would be some admissible set,T , of H for which
T ∩ S− 6= ∅, and thus some preferred extension,R, with R ∩ S− 6= ∅. For this
preferred extension, however, one cannot haveS ⊆ R, thereby contradicting the
assumption thatS is an ideal set.

(⇐) Let S be an admissible set for which no argument inS− is credulously ac-
cepted. We show thatS is a subset of every preferred extension ofH and, thus, an
ideal set. Consider any preferred extension,R ofH. We first claim that the setS∪R
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must be conflict free: the only way in which this could fail to be true is if there are
argumentss ∈ S andr ∈ R such that〈r, s〉 ∈ A or 〈s, r〉 ∈ A. In the former case
r ∈ S− which contradicts the assumption that no argument inS− is credulously
accepted. In the latter case, sinceR is a preferred extension, there must be some
argumentq ∈ R that defendsr against the attack bys, i.e. 〈q, s〉 ∈ A andq ∈ R:
again this givesq ∈ S− and would contradict the assumption that no argument in
S− were credulously accepted. The setS∪R is thus conflict-free. It is furthermore,
admissible: any argument inX attackingS ∪ R either attacks an argument inS
(and so is counterattacked by an argument inS sinceS is admissible) or attacks
an argument inR (and, again, is counterattacked by an argument inR sinceR is
a preferred extension). The setR, however, is amaximaladmissible set and thus
S ∪ R = R, i.e.S ⊆ R as required. 2

Lemma 2 LetH(X ,A) be anAF and letM ⊆ X be its ideal extension. Then
x ∈ X is a member ofM if and only if both of the conditions below are satisfied:

M1. No attacker ofx is credulously accepted, i.e.∀ y ∈ {x}− ¬CAADM (H, y).
M2. For each attackery of x, at least one attackerz of y is inM, i.e. ∀ y ∈

{x}− : {y}− ∩M 6= ∅.

Proof:
(⇒) Suppose thatx ∈ M, the ideal extension ofH. SinceM is an ideal set,
from Lemma 1, no attacker ofM can be credulously accepted and, in particular,
no attacker ofx can be credulously accepted. Any such attack,y ∈ {x}−, must,
however, be counterattacked by at least one argument ofM sinceM is admissible.
The only available counterattacks ony ∈ {x}− are those in the set{y}−, hence
{y}− ∩M 6= ∅.

(⇐) Suppose thatx ∈ X is such that no attacker ofx is credulously accepted and
that for each such attacker,y, some counterattacker,z of y is inM. We show that
M∪{x} forms an ideal set, from which it follows thatx ∈M sinceM is maximal.
Consider the setM∪{x}. To see thatM∪{x} is admissible, first observe that it is
conflict-free: if, forp ∈M, we have〈p, x〉 ∈ A thenp is credulously accepted (by
the admissibility ofM) contradicting the property (M1); similarly if〈x, p〉 ∈ A for
somep ∈M then asM is admissible we findq ∈Mwith 〈q, x〉 ∈ A resulting in a
similar contradiction. ThusM∪{x} is conflict-free. This set, however, also defends
itself against any attack. For consider any argumenty that attacksM∪ {x}: either
y attacksM and so is counterattacked by somez ∈ M; alternativelyy attacksx.
Now sincey ∈ {x}− we can identifyz ∈ {y}− ∩M which counterattacksy. In
summary,M∪{x} is admissible. SinceM is an ideal set we know from Lemma 1
that no attacker ofM is credulously accepted. From the properties assumed of
x, it is also the case that no attacker ofx is credulously accepted. It follows that
M∪ {x} is an admissible set none of whose attackers is credulously accepted, i.e.
from Lemma 1,M∪ {x} is an ideal set. The setM is, however, alreadymaximal
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so thatM∪ {x} =M, i.e.x ∈M as required. 2

2.3 Preliminary complexity results on ideal semantics inAFs

In this section we derive some initial results on the complexity of the decision prob-
lems for ideal semantics described in Table 3. In a number of cases these leave a
gap between upper and lower bounds, however, the constructions form the basis for
the analyses of Section 2.6 in which approaches to obtainingexact classifications
are developed.

Theorem 2 VERIDL is coNP–complete.

Proof: Given an instance〈H(X ,A), S〉 of VERIDL we can decide if this should be
accepted by checking

VERADM (H, S) ∧
∧

q∈S−

¬CAADM (H, q)

Correctness follows from Lemma 1 and sinceCAADM (H, q) is decidable inNP, its
complement is decidable by a coNP algorithm.7

To proveVERIDL is coNP–hard we reduce fromCNF-UNSAT (without loss of gen-
erality, restricted to instances which are 3-CNF). Given a 3-CNF formula

Φ(z1, . . . , zn) =
m
∧

i=1

Ci =
m
∧

i=1

(zi,1 ∨ zi,2 ∨ zi,3)

as an instance ofUNSAT we form an instance〈FΦ, S〉 of VERIDL as follows. First
construct theAF HΦ (described in Appendix A.1) from theCNF Φ. In this, via
[15, Thm. 5.1, p. 227], the argumentΦ is credulously accepted if and only if the
CNF, Φ(Zn) is satisfiable, i.e.Φ is notcredulously accepted if and only ifΦ(Zn) is
unsatisfiable. TheAF, FΦ, is formed fromHΦ by adding an argumentΨ together
with attacks

{ 〈Ψ, zi〉, 〈Ψ,¬zi〉 : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ { 〈Φ,Ψ〉, 〈Ψ,Φ〉}

The instance ofVERIDL is completed by settingS = {Ψ}.

We claim〈FΦ, {Ψ}〉 is accepted as an instance ofVERIDL if and only if Φ is un-
satisfiable.

7 The form
∧

q∈S− ¬CAADM (H, q) is equivalent to∀ T VERADM (H, T )⇒ (T∩S− = ∅)
so that it is not necessary to use|S| distinct coNP tests.
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First observe that{Ψ} isan admissible set: its only attacker is the argumentΦ which
Ψ counterattacks. Thus, via Lemma 1, in order to complete the proof it suffices to
observe that

¬CAADM (FΦ,Φ) ⇔ ¬CAADM (HΦ,Φ) ⇔ UNSAT(Φ)

2

Corollary 1 CAIDL is coNP–hard.

Proof: It suffices to note that〈FΦ,Ψ〉 with FΦ theAF defined in Thm. 2, defines a
positive instance ofCAIDL if and only if Φ(Zn) is unsatisfiable. 2

Corollary 2 VER∅
IE is NP–hard

Proof: The AF FΦ defined in Thm. 2 has an empty ideal extension if and only if
Φ(Zn) is satisfiable. 2

Theorem 3 VERIE is Dp–hard.

Proof: Given〈Φ1(Zn),Φ2(Yn)〉 as an instance ofSAT-UNSAT, formF〈Φ1,Φ2〉 as the
AF containing the frameworksFΦ1

andFΦ2
described in the proof of Thm. 2 where

we useΨ1 andΨ2 to denote the arguments added toHΦ1
andHΦ2

respectively. The
instance〈F〈Φ1,Φ2〉, {Ψ2}〉 of VERIE is accepted if and only if〈Φ1,Φ2〉 is accepted as
an instance ofSAT-UNSAT. To see this note that there are exactly four possibilities
for the ideal extension,M, of F〈Φ1,Φ2〉:M = ∅ (bothΦ1 andΦ2 are satisfiable);
M = {Ψ1,Ψ2} (neither formula is satisfiable);M = {Ψ1} (Φ1 is unsatisfiable and
Φ2 is satisfiable;M = {Ψ2} (Φ1 is satisfiable andΦ2 is unsatisfiable). Only the
final case corresponds with the set given in the constructed instance. 2

Theorem 4 CS is Σp
2–complete.

Proof: For membership inΣp
2,H(X ,A) is a cohesive system if and only if

VERADM



H(X ,A),
⋂

S∈EPR

S





which can be tested by checking

∃ S VERIDL (H, S) ∧
∧

x∈X\S

¬SAPR(H, x) (1)
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That is, there is a subset (S) of X which defines an ideal set ofH and for which no
argument outsideS is in every preferred extension.8 From Thm. 2,VERIDL is in
coNP; in addition sinceSAPR ∈ Πp

2 its complement¬SAPR is in Σp
2 hence (1) gives

aΣp
2 test forCS. 9

For Σp
2–hardness, we use a reduction fromQSATΣ

2 , instances of which comprise a
CNF formulaΦ(Yn, Zn) over disjoint sets of propositional variables. Such instances
being accepted if and only if there is an instantiationα of Xn for which every
instantiation,β, of Yn fails to satisfyΦ, i.e.∃ α ∀ β ¬Φ(α, β).

We use the reduction presented in Dunne and Bench-Capon [23]from the comple-
mentary problem –QSATΠ

2 , details of which are presented in Appendix A.2.

Given an instanceΦ(Yn, Zn) of QSATΣ
2 , consider theAF GΦ, defined from this as

described in Appendix A.2. Noting that the ideal extension of GΦ is the empty set
it suffices to show the intersection of all preferred extensions is empty if and only
if the CNF from which it is defined is accepted as an instance ofQSATΣ

2 .

Notice that everyS containingat most oneelement from each of the pairs{yi,¬yi}
is admissible. Furthermore, ifSα is such a set containingexactly onerepresentative
from each of these pairs (corresponding to an instantiationα of Yn) thenSα is a
preferred extension if and only if there is no instantiationβ of Zn under which
Φ(α, β) = ⊤. In summary, the preferred extensions ofGΦ have the formSα ∪ Tα

with

Tα =











∅ if ∀β Φ(α, β) = ⊥

{Φ} ∪ Rβ if ∃β Φ(α, β) = ⊤

whereRβ denotes the subset of{ zi,¬zi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} induced by the instantiation
β = 〈b1, . . . , bn〉 of Zn, i.e.zi ∈ Rβ ⇔ bi = ⊤.

The set{Φ} is not admissible and the argumentΦ occurs ineverypreferred exten-
sion if and only if for every instantiationα of Yn there is some instantiation,β, of
Zn, for which Φ(α, β) = ⊤. In other words, the intersection of all preferred sets
is non-emptyif and only if Φ(Yn, Zn) is not accepted as an instance ofQSATΣ

2 . We
deduce thatCS is Σp

2-complete in consequence. 2

Corollary 3 The property ofcoherenceis neither necessary nor sufficient for an
AF to be cohesive.

8 Notice that any suchS would form the idealextensionofH.
9 Note that we could extrapolate the existence part of the∃∀ structure implicit in
¬SA(H, x) by “guessing” a setUx to associate with eachx 6∈ S in the scope of the opening
existential quantifier. With this approach, the test¬SAPR(H, x) is replaced by verifying
thatUx is a preferred extension ofH (coNP) and thatx 6∈ Ux.
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Proof: From [23, Corollary 18], theAF GΦ used in the proof of Thm. 4 is coherent
if and only the argumentΦ is sceptically accepted. Recalling thatGΦ has an empty
ideal extension, regardless of whetherΦ is accepted as an instance ofQSATΠ

2 , it
follows thatGΦ is coherent if and only if it isnotcohesive. 2

2.4 Frameworks with Efficient Algorithms

We recall thatbipartite AFs, 〈X ,A〉 are those for whichX may be partitioned into
two sets –Y andZ – both of which are conflict-free in〈X ,A〉. We use the notation
B(Y ,Z,A) for such frameworks.

Theorem 5 If B(Y ,Z,A) is a bipartiteAF thenB(Y ,Z,A) is cohesive.

Proof: Consider any bipartiteAF, B(Y ,Z,A), and let

M =
⋂

S⊆Y∪Z :S ∈ EPR(B), i.e.S is a preferred extension ofB
S

ThusM is the set of sceptically accepted arguments ofB. We can define a partition
of each of the setsY andZ into three subsets as follows:

YSA = Y ∩M

YCA = { y ∈ Y : CAADM (B, y) } \M

YOUT = { y ∈ Y : ¬CAADM (B, y)}

ZSA = Z ∩M

ZCA = { z ∈ Z : CAADM (B, z) } \M

ZOUT = { z ∈ Z : ¬CAADM (B, z)}

Notice that since every argument inM is sceptically accepted and from the fact
thatB is coherent – so that every preferred extension ofB is also a stable extension
– we must have

Y−
SA ⊆ ZOUT ; Y+

SA ⊆ ZOUT

Z−
SA ⊆ YOUT ; Z+

SA ⊆ YOUT

12



In addition,

∀ y ∈ YCA ∃ z ∈ ZCA 〈z, y〉 ∈ A

∀ z ∈ ZCA ∃ y ∈ YCA 〈y, z〉 ∈ A

To see this, suppose without loss of generality, thatZCA does not attacky ∈ YCA:
then since the setZSA∪ZCA does not attacky the only arguments which could at-
tacky are those in the setZOUT, i.e. no attacker ofy is credulously accepted. Now,
sinceB is coherent, such a situation would mean thaty was sceptically accepted,
thereby contradicting the maximality ofYSA.

To complete the proof it suffices to argue that the setM is admissible. Notice
that both of the setsM∪ YCA andM∪ ZCA arepreferred extensionsof B: the
setYSA ∪ YCA is the maximal subset ofY which is admissible, however, any
preferred extension containingYSA ∪ YCA must haveZSA as a subset, i.e. there
is a preferred extension,PY , of whichM∪ YCA is a subset. The setM∪ YCA
cannot be astrict subset ofPY otherwise we would havePY ∩ ZCA 6= ∅ andPY is
not conflict-free, orPY ∩ (YOUT ∪ ZOUT) 6= ∅ contradicting the property that no
argument inYOUT∪ZOUT is credulously accepted. In summary, we have identified
two preferred extensionsM∪YCA andM∪ZCA of B. ThatM is admissible will
follow from the fact that bothYSA andZSA are admissible. SupposeYSA is not
admissible: this could only happen if there were an argumentz ∈ ZOUT which
attackedYSA and for whichz 6∈ Y+

SA. In this case, however, the same attack would
be undefended in the setM∪ZCA contradicting the fact this latter set is a preferred
extension. By an identical argument we see thatZSA is admissible and now, by a
similar argument to that of Lemma 1 it follows thatM = YSA∪ZSA is admissible.
2

Corollary 4 LetB(Y ,Z,A) be a bipartiteAF. The ideal extension ofB(Y ,Z,A)
may be constructed in polynomial time.

Proof: From Thm. 5 the ideal extension ofB corresponds with the set of all scep-
tically accepted arguments ofB. Applying the methods described in [21, Thm. 6]
this set can be identified in polynomial time. 2

We note that as a consequence of Thm. 5 and Corollary 4 in the case of bipartite
AFs, the decision problemsVERIDL , VER∅

IE, VERIE andCAIDL are all inP andCS

is trivial.

A second class of restricted frameworks for which efficient decision methods exist
arebounded treewidthAFs as described in [21, Sect. 7].

13



Theorem 6 LetH(X ,A) be anAF andtw(H) denote the treedwidth ofH.

a. CS is fixed-parameter tractable([16]) with respect totw(H).
b. The special case,VER∅

IE of deciding whether the ideal extension is empty, is
fixed-parameter tractable with respect totw(H).

Proof: Both parts follow from Courcelle’s Theorem [10,11,2] by defining sen-
tences ofmonadic second-order logic10 that describe the properties.

For CS the expression verifying membership ofCS in Σp
2 in the proof of Thm. 4

leads to such a sentence after expanding the predicatesVERIE(H, S) and¬SAPR(H, x).

An MSOL sentence describingVER∅
IE is given by

∀ S ∃ T (S = ∅) ∨ ¬VERADM (H, S)

∨ VERADM (H, T ) ∧ (∃t∃s (s ∈ S)(t ∈ T )〈t, s〉 ∈ A)

2

2.5 Finding the Ideal Extension

The analysis of properties of the ideal extension in bipartite frameworks and the
polynomial time method for constructing this suggest an approach to construct-
ing the ideal extension in arbitraryAFs. In this section we show that if the set of
credulously accepted withinX has already been identified then this suffices effi-
ciently to build the ideal extension. An immediate corollary is that decision ques-
tions concerning the ideal extension are in the classPNP

|| . We shall, subsequently,
in Section 2.6 argue that this upper bound is optimal.

Theorem 7 FIE is FPNP
|| -complete.

Proof: We first present the argument thatFIE is FPNP
|| –hard.

The following function problem is easily seen to be completefor FPNP
|| .

Sat CollectionSC

Instance:Ξ = 〈ϕ1, ϕ2, . . . , ϕr〉 a collection of 3-CNF formulae.
Problem: Compute ther-bit valueχ(Ξ) = c1c2c3 · · · cr ∈ [0, 2r − 1] in which
cj = 1 if and only ifϕj is satisfiable.

Given an instance,Ξ = 〈ϕ1, ϕ2, . . . , ϕr〉 of SC form the AF consisting of ther
instantiations ofFϕi

. LettingM denote the set of arguments forming the ideal

10 Simplified descriptions of this may be found in [2] or [21, Sect. 7].
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extension of this framework, from Thm. 3, it follows thatM ⊆ {Ψ1,Ψ2, . . . ,Ψr}
(whereΨi is the argument added toHϕi

). In addition,Ψi 6∈ M if and only if ϕi is
satisfiable. It follows thatχ(Ξ) can be computed directly givenM, and thusFIE is
FPNP

|| –hard.

To see thatFIE ∈ FPNP
|| letH(X ,A) be anAF and consider the following partition

of X (similar to that described in the proof of Thm. 5),

XOUT = { x ∈ X : ¬CAADM (H, x)}

XPSA = { x ∈ X : {x}− ∪ {x}+ ⊆ XOUT} \ XOUT

XCA = { x ∈ X : CAADM (H, x)} \ XPSA

This partition satisfiesX−
PSA ⊆ XOUT andX+

PSA ⊆ XOUT. In addition,

∀ y ∈ XCA ∃ z ∈ XCA (〈y, z〉 ∈ A or 〈z, y〉 ∈ A)

for were this not the case for somex ∈ XCA thenx would be inXPSA as all of its
attackers and attacked arguments would belong toXOUT. 11

v

u

x

y

w

z

x x

y yv v

u u
w w

z z

(c)(a) (b)

Fig. 1.
a.XSA = ∅ ⊂ {x, v} = XPSA ; XOUT = {y, u} ; XCA = {w, z}.
b.XPSA = {v} ; XOUT = {y, u}; XCA = {x,w, z}.
c.XPSA = {z} ; XOUT = {x, y, u, v, w}; XCA = ∅.

11 In coherentsystemsXPSA is exactly the set of all sceptically accepted arguments,XSA.
In general, however,XSA will be asubsetof XPSA. The further conditions for membership
in XPSA are required to distinguish examples such as those illustrated in Fig. 1: in Fig. 1 (b)
we havex ∈ XCA rather thanx ∈ XPSA despite{x}− ⊆ XOUT (on account of the attack
〈x,w〉; in Fig. 1 (c), although{x}− ∪ {x}+ = {y,w} ⊂ XOUT sincex itself is inXOUT
it cannot be placed inXPSA.
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With the partition ofX just defined we may construct abipartite framework –
B(XPSA,XOUT,F) – in which the set of attacks,F , is

F =def A \ { 〈y, z〉 : y ∈ XCA ∪ XOUT and z ∈ XCA ∪ XOUT }

(Note thatB(XPSA,XOUT,F) is bipartite sinceXPSA is conflict-free andF con-
tains no attacks involving two arguments fromXOUT).

TheFPNP
|| upper bound now follows from the following observations:

O1. The partition〈XPSA,XCA,XOUT〉 can be constructed using|X | calls (made
in parallel, i.e. non-adaptively) to anNP oracle that decidesCA(H, x) (one for
eachx ∈ X ). Eachx on which the oracle returnsfalse is placed in the set
XOUT otherwisex is placed into a setY . The correct partition ofY intoXPSA
andXCA is found by by identifying those arguments iny ∈ Y for which
{y}− ∪ {y}+ ⊆ XOUT, this set formingXPSA.

O2. Given the partition〈XPSA,XCA ,XOUT〉 the bipartite graphB(XPSA,XOUT,F)
described above, can be constructed fromH(X ,A) by a (deterministic) poly-
nomial time algorithm.

O3. The ideal extension ofH is the maximal admissible subset ofXPSA in the
bipartite graphB(XPSA,XOUT,F): this follows from the characterisation
proved in Lemma 1.

Using the algorithm of [21, Thm. 6(a)] this set can be found inpolynomial time
and thusFIE ∈ FPNP

|| as claimed. 2

The technique employed to establishedFPNP
|| –hardness in proving Thm. 7 can be

used to demonstratePNP
|| –hardness for a number of (admittedly rather artificial)

decision problems concerning properties of the ideal extension. For example,

Corollary 5 Let PARITY-IE be the decision problem which given anAF,H, returns
true if and only if the ideal extension ofH contains anoddnumber of arguments.
The problemPARITY-IE is PNP

|| –complete.

Proof: Membership is immediate from the construction of Thm. 7. Hardness fol-
lows from the fact – [36, Cor. 12.4, p. 274] – that determiningthe parity of the
number of satisfiable formulae in a collection〈Φ1, . . . ,Φm〉 of givenCNFs isPNP

|| –
hard and the reduction fromSC of Thm. 7. 2

More generally, for any predicate over collections ofCNF formulae related to the
cardinality of the set of satisfiable formulaeandwhich isPNP

|| –hard, the correspond-
ing predicate with respect to the ideal extension of a givenAF can also be proven
PNP
|| –hard using the approach of Corollary 5
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Corollary 6 H(X ,A) is cohesive if every argumentx ∈ X is credulously ac-
cepted.

Proof: If ∀x ∈ X CAADM (H, x) thenXOUT = ∅. In such cases, the only argu-
ments,x, that could belong toXPSA are those for which{x}+ ∪ {x}− = ∅, i.e.
arguments which are “isolated” inH(X ,A). Such arguments are sceptically ac-
cepted and form an admissible subset ofX . Furthermore no argument inX \XPSA
can be sceptically accepted (since each of these attacks or is attacked by has at least
one credulously accepted argument). It follows thatXPSA = { x : SAPR(H, x)}
andXPSA is the ideal extension, i.e.H is cohesive. 2

Combining the results and noting the equivalences

CAPR≡ CAADM ; CAIDL ≡ CAIE ≡ SAIE

we obtain the picture of the relative complexities in Table 4.

Table 4
Relative Complexity of Testing Acceptability.

Decision problem Lower bound Upper Bound

CAPR NP–hard NP

CAIDL coNP–hard PNP
||

SAPR Πp
2–hard Πp

2

Similarly, Table 5 considers checking whether a givensetof arguments collectively
satisfies the requirements of a given semantics or is a maximal such set, i.e. the
various cases of the verification problem

Table 5
Deciding set and maximality properties

Semantics Lower bound Upper Bound

ADM P P

IDL coNP–hard coNP

PR coNP–hard coNP

IE Dp–hard PNP
||

We note in passing that the problem of deciding ifS is the maximal set ofscepti-
cally accepted arguments, although not previously considered, is easily shown to be
complete for the complexity classD

p
2 of languagesL expressible as the intersection

of a languageL1 ∈ Σp
2 andL2 ∈ Πp

2.
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In total the classifications given by the these tables reinforce the case thatCAADM
is easier thanCAIDL which, in turn, is easier thanSAPR.

2.6 Reducing the complexity gaps

In [7], Chang and Kadin introduce the concepts of a language having the properties
OP2 andOPω whereOP is one of the Boolean operators{AND, OR}. Formally,

Definition 8 ([7, pp. 175–76] LetL be a language, i.e. a set of finite words over
an alphabet. The languages,ANDk(L) andORk(L) (k ≥ 1) are

ANDk(L) =def {〈w1, w2, . . . , wk〉 : ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ k wi ∈ L}

ORk(L) =def {〈w1, w2, . . . , wk〉 : ∃ 1 ≤ i ≤ k wi ∈ L}

The languagesANDω(L) andORω(L) are,

ANDω(L) =def

⋃

k≥1

ANDk(L) ; ORω(L) =def

⋃

k≥1

ORk(L)

A language,L, is said to have propertyOPk (resp.OPω) if OPk(L) ≤p
m L (resp.

OPω(L) ≤p
m L).

The reason why these language operations are of interest is the following result.

Fact 9 ([7, Thm. 9, p. 182])
A languageL is PNP

|| –complete (via≤p
m reducibility) if and only if all of the follow-

ing hold.

F1. L ∈ PNP
|| .

F2. L is NP–hardandL is coNP–hard.
F3. L has propertyAND2.
F4. L has propertyORω.

As a consequence of Fact 9, we have,

Theorem 10

a. If CAIDL is NP–hard thenCAIDL is PNP
|| –complete.

b. If CAIDL ∈ coNP thenVERIE is Dp–complete.
c. If CAIDL ∈ coNP thenVER∅

IE is NP–complete.
d. If VERIE has propertyORω thenVERIE is PNP

|| –complete.
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Proof:
a. With the assumption thatCAIDL is NP–hard,CAIDL would satisfy conditions
(F1) and (F2) of Fact 9. To complete the argument it suffices toshow thatCAIDL
already has propertyAND2 and propertyORω. For the first of these consider any
instance〈〈H1, x〉, 〈H2, y〉〉 of AND2(CAIDL ). Form theAF,H, consisting of copies
of H1 andH2 together with three additional arguments{zx, zy, z}. Now adding
the attacks{〈x, zx〉, 〈y, zy〉, 〈zx, z〉, 〈zy, z〉}, via Lemma 2,〈H, z〉 is accepted as an
instance ofCAIDL if and only if CAIDL (〈H1, x〉) ∧ CAIDL (〈H2, y〉). To see that
CAIDL has propertyORω consider an instance〈 〈H1, x1〉, 〈H2, x2〉, . . . , 〈Hm, xm〉 〉
of ORω(CAIDL ). Form anAF,H, from thesem frameworks, adding two new argu-
ments,{y, z}. The instance is completed by adding the attacks{〈xi, y〉 : 1 ≤ i ≤
m} and the attack〈y, z〉. Again, via Lemma 2,〈H, z〉 is accepted as an instance of
CAIDL if and only if∨m

i=1 CAIDL (〈Hi, xi〉).
b. It has already been shown thatVERIE is Dp–hard. Consider the languages,

L1 =def {〈H, S〉 : ∀ x ∈ S, CAIDL (H, x) }

L2 =def {〈H, S〉 : ∀ x 6∈ S, ¬CAIDL (H, x) }

We haveL1 ∈ coNP (by the assumptionCAIDL is in coNP and by the straigh-
forward generalisation of (a) that showsCAIDL has propertyANDω). In addition,
L2 ∈ NP (from the premiseCAIDL ∈ coNP and the fact that¬CAIDL has property
ANDω sinceCAIDL has propertyORω). With these choices ofL1 andL2, 〈H, S〉 is
accepted as an instanceVERIE if and only if 〈H, S〉 ∈ L1∩L2 so thatVERIE ∈ Dp.
c. Easy consequence of (b).
d. It has already been shown thatVERIE satisfies (F1) and (F2) of Fact 9. In ad-
dition, VERIE has propertyANDω (thus, trivially, alsoAND2): given an instance
〈 〈H1, S1〉, 〈H2, S2〉, . . . , 〈Hm, Sm〉 〉 of ANDω(VERIE) fix H to consist of them
frameworks〈H1,H2, . . . ,Hm〉 andS as∪m

i=1 Si. With these,〈H, S〉 is accepted as
an instance ofVERIE if and only if∧m

i=1 VERIE(Hi, Si). It follows that wereVERIE
to have propertyORω, thenVERIE would bePNP

|| -complete via Fact 9. 2

We may interpret Thm. 10 as focusing the issue of obtaining exact classifications in
terms ofCAIDL . If CAIDL ∈ coNP (so that, with the usual assumption ofNP6=coNP,
CAIDL would not beNP–hard) then we obtain exact classifications of the complex-
ity of {CAIDL , VERIE, VER∅

IE} as {coNP, Dp, NP}–complete. On the other hand,
an alternative hypothesis, in the event ofCAIDL 6∈ coNP, is that suggested by
Thm. 10 (a): thatCAIDL is PNP

|| –complete, a result which would follow by demon-
stratingCAIDL to beNP–hard.

In fact, there is strong evidence thatCAIDL 6∈ coNP and, using one suite of tech-
niques is more likely to be complete withinPNP

|| . Our formal justification of these
claims rests on a number of technical analyses using resultsof Changet al. [8],
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which in turn develop ideas of [1,4,34]. Two key concepts in our further analyses
of CAIDL are,

a. The so-calledUnique Satisfiabilityproblem (USAT).
b. Randomized reductions between languages.

Unique Satisfiability (USAT)
Instance: CNF formulaΦ(Xn) with propositional variables〈x1, . . . , xn〉.
Question:DoesΦ(Xn) haveexactly onesatisfying instantiation?

Determining the exact complexity ofUSAT remains an open problem. It is known
thatUSAT ∈ Dp and while Blass and Gurevich [4] show it to be coNP–hard12 , USAT

has only be shown to be complete forDp using arandomizedreduction technique
of Valiant and Vazirani [34]. Two concepts of such reductions are studied in Chang
et al. [8] specifically with respect toUSAT via the following general definition.

Definition 11 LetL1 andL2 be languages andδ ∈ [0, 1]. We say thatL1 randomly
reduces toL2 (denotedL1 ≤

rp
m L2) with probabilityδ if there is a polynomial time

computable function,f , and polynomial boundq with f mapping pairs〈x, z〉 – x
an instance ofL1 andz an element of〈0, 1〉q(|x|) – to instances,y, ofL2, such that
for z drawn uniformly at random from〈0, 1〉q(|x|

x ∈ L1 ⇒ Prob[f(x, z) ∈ L2] ≥ δ

x 6∈ L1 ⇒ Prob[f(x, z) 6∈ L2] = 1

We have the following properties ofUSAT and randomized reductions:

Fact 12

a. SAT ≤rp
m USAT with probability1/(4n). ([34, Lemma 2.1, p. 88])

b. IfL1 ≤
rp
m L2 with probability1/p(n) for some polynomially bounded function,

p, andL2 has propertyORω thenL1 ≤
rp
m L2 with probability1 − 2−n. ([8,

Fact 1, p. 361]13 )

A relationship between unique satisfiability (USAT) andCAIDL is established in the
following theorem. Notice that the reduction we describe isdeterministic, i.e. not
randomized.

12 The reader should note that [28, p. 93] has a typographical slip whereby Blass and Gure-
vich’s result is described as provingUSAT to beNP–hard.
13 The bound actually stated in [8] is for arbitrary exponentially decreasing functions, i.e.
not just2−n.
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Theorem 13 USAT ≤p
m CAIDL .

Proof: Given an instanceΦ(Zn) of USAT construct anAF, K(X ,A) as follows.
First form the systemFΦ described in Thm. 2, but without the attack〈Ψ,Φ〉 con-
tained in this and with attacks〈Cj, Cj〉 for each clause ofΦ. 14 We then add a
furthern+ 1 arguments,{y1, . . . , yn, x} and attacks

{〈zi, yi〉, 〈¬zi, yi〉 : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {〈yi, x〉 : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}

The instance ofCAIDL is 〈K(X ,A), x〉 and the resultingAF is illustrated in Fig. 2.

C1

Φ

−z1z1 z i iz−
zn −zn

Cj
Cm

ψ

y1 yi yn

x

Fig. 2. The Argumentation FrameworkKΦ

We now claim thatΦ(Zn) has a unique satisfying instantiation if and only ifx is a
member ofMK the ideal extension ofK(X ,A).

Suppose first thatΦ(Zn) doesnot have a unique satisfying instantiation. IfΦ is
unsatisfiable – i.e. the number of satisfying assignments iszero – then all of the
arguments forming the sub-system,FΦ, fail to be credulously accepted, in par-
ticular, each of the argumentszi and¬zi fail to be so accepted. It easily follows
that x 6∈ MK since no defence to the attack onx by yi is possible. There re-
mains the possibility thatΦ(Zn) has two or more satisfying assignments. Suppose

14 We make these arguments self-attacking purely for ease of presentation: the required
effect - that no argumentCj is ever credulously accepted – can be achieved without self-
attacks simply by adding two argumentsdj andej for each clause together with attacks
{〈Cj , dj〉, 〈dj , ej〉, 〈ej , Cj〉}.
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α = 〈a1, a2, . . . , an〉 andβ = 〈b1, b2, . . . , bn〉 are such thatΦ(α) = Φ(β) = ⊤ and
α 6= β. Without loss of generality, we may assume thata1 6= b1 (sinceα 6= β there
must be at least one variable ofZn that is assigned differing values in each). In this
casebothz1 and¬z1 are credulously accepted so that neither can belong toMK:
from Lemma 2 condition (M1) givesz1 6∈ MK (since¬z1 is credulously accepted)
and¬z1 6∈ MK (sincez1 is credulously accepted). It now follows thatx 6∈ KM via
(M2) of Lemma 2: neither attacker ofy1, an argument which attacksx, belongs to
MK. We deduce that ifΦ(Zn) is not a positive instance ofUSAT then〈K, x〉 is not
a positive instance ofCAIDL .

One the other hand suppose thatα = 〈a1, a2, . . . , an〉 defines the unique satisfying
instantiation ofΦ(Zn). Consider the following subset ofX :

M =
⋃

i : ai=⊤

{zi} ∪
⋃

i : ai=⊥

{¬zi} ∪ {Φ, x}

CertainlyM is admissible: sinceα satisfiesΦ(Zn) eachCj andy is attacked by
somez or ¬z in M and thus all of the attacks onΦ andx are counterattacked.
Similarly Φ defends arguments against the attacks byΨ. It is also the case, how-
ever, that no admissible set ofK contains an attacker ofM. No admissible set can
containCj (since these arguments are self-attacking),Ψ (since the only defenders
of the attack byΦ areCj arguments) oryk (1 ≤ k ≤ n) (since these requireΨ as a
defence against{zk,¬zk}). Furthermore forzi ∈ M an admissible set containing
¬zi would only be possible if there were a satisfying assignmentof Φ under which
¬zi = ⊤: this would contradict the assumption theΦ had exactly one satisfying
instantiation.

We deduce thatΦ(Zn) has a unique satisfying instantiation if and only ifx is in the
ideal extension ofK(X ,A). 2

Combining Thms. 10 and 13 with Facts 9 and 12 gives the following corollaries.

Corollary 7 USAT ≤p
m ¬VER∅

IE

Proof: TheAF KΦ of Thm. 13 has anon-emptyideal extension,MK, if and only
if x ∈MK. 2

Corollary 8 CAIDL is complete forPNP
|| under≤rp

m with probability1− 2−n.

Proof: The decision problemORω(SAT-UNSAT) is PNP
|| –complete under (standard,

deterministic)≤p
m reductions. We thus obtain

ORω(SAT-UNSAT) ≤rp
m SAT-UNSAT with probability1/n
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(as observed in [8, Lemma 1, p. 365], simply choose, uniformly at random, one of
then sub-problems〈Φi,Ψi〉 in the instance〈〈Φ1,Ψ1〉, . . . , 〈Φn,Ψn〉〉 of ORω(SAT-UNSAT).

Now, via [34],SAT-UNSAT ≤rp
m USAT with probability1/(4n) so that, combining

these randomized reductions,

ORω(SAT-UNSAT) ≤rp
m USAT with probability1/(4n2)

Now applying the (deterministic) reduction of Thm. 13 shows

ORω(SAT-UNSAT) ≤rp
m CAIDL with probability1/(4n2)

As demonstrated in the proof of Thm. 10(a),CAIDL has propertyORω so that via
Fact 12(b) we obtain,

ORω(SAT-UNSAT) ≤rp
m CAIDL with probability1− 2−n

Since we know thatCAIDL ∈ PNP
|| this completes the proof. 2

Corollary 9 VER∅
IE is complete forPNP

|| via≤rp
m with probability1− 2−n.

Proof: We may apply a similar argument to that of Corollary 8 to obtain ORω(SAT-UNSAT) ≤rp
m

¬VER∅
IE with probability1/(4n2). SinceVER∅

IE has propertyANDω so its comple-
ment, has propertyORω. The corollary now follows via Fact 12(b) and the fact that
PNP
|| is closed under complementation. 2

Corollary 10 VERIE is complete forPNP
|| via≤rp

m with probability1− 2−n.

Proof: Easy consequence of Corollary 9:VER∅
IE is a special case ofVERIE. 2

To conclude we observe that althoughUSAT ≤p
m CAIDL it is unlikely to be the case

that these decision problems have equivalent complexity, i.e. thatCAIDL ≤
p
m USAT.

Corollary 11 If CAIDL ≤
p
m USAT (notedeterministicreduction) then the Polyno-

mial Hierarchy (PH) collapses toΣp
3, i.e.

CAIDL ≤
p
m USAT ⇒

⋃

k≥3

Σp
k ∪

⋃

k≥3

Πp
k ⊆ Σp

3
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Proof: Suppose it is the case thatCAIDL ≤
p
m USAT. We then have

ORω(USAT) ≤p
m ORω(CAIDL ) by Thm. 13

≤p
m CAIDL sinceCAIDL has propertyORω

≤p
m USAT by premise

So thatUSAT would have propertyORω: [8, Thm. 5, p. 364] demonstrates that this
leads to the collapse stated. 2

Now, noting that≤p
m can be interpreted as “≤rp

m with probability 1”, we can re-
consider the lower bounds of Tables 4 and 5 using hardness via≤rp

m (with “high”
probability) instead of hardness via (deterministic)≤p

m, as shown in Table 6.

Table 6
Complexity of ideal semantics relative to randomized reductions

Decision Problem Complexity ≤rp
m probability

CAADM NP–complete 1

CAIDL PNP
|| –complete 1− 2−n

SAPR Πp
2–complete 1

VERADM P –

VERIDL coNP–complete 1

VERPR coNP–complete 1

VER∅
PR coNP–complete 1

VERIE PNP
|| –complete 1− 2−n

VER∅
IE PNP

|| –complete 1− 2−n

3 Ideal Semantics in Assumption-based frameworks

The formalism of abstract assumption-based argumentationframeworks (ABFs) is
described in Bondarenkoet al. [5] and offers an alternative but related approach
to theAF mechanisms of Dung [17]. Whereas the concept of argument andattack
within AFs does not attempt to analyse issues of argumentstructureor the ratio-
nale underpinning attacks between arguments,ABFs view arguments as a state-
ments justified through some formal logical deductive system with the concept of
attack being that the conclusion of one argument is incompatible with the premises
supporting another. We now consider similar complexity issues to those examined
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in the preceding sections forAFs, concentrating on the model ofABFs. Although
there is some variation in the exact specification of decision problems, as before,
the canonical questions of interest concern Verification and Credulous Acceptance.

We first review the basic elements ofABFs in Section 3.1 including the formal de-
scription of the verification and credulous reasoning problems. Following, in Sec-
tion 3.2 we describe the translations, from [5] of divers non-classical logics into
correspondingABF contexts and summarise the contribution of [12–14] in which
the computational complexity of credulous and sceptical reasoning under preferred,
stable and admissible semantics was considered.

Finally in Section 3.3 we consider the computational complexity of ideal semantics
in ABFs using a number of the settings described in Section 3.2.

3.1 Review of Elements from Assumption-based argumentation frameworks

In the sequel〈L,R〉 is a deductive system, i.e.L is a formal language whose ele-
ments are denumerable – e.g. well-formed propositional formulae – andR is a set
of inference rules, which we consider to be of the form

α1, α2, . . . , αn

β

with αi ∈ L, β ∈ L andn ≥ 0. We refer to anyT ⊆ L as atheory. GivenT ⊆ L
in the system〈L,R〉 the subsetTh(T ) of L of derivablesentences forT in 〈L,R〉
hasα ∈ Th(T ) if there is a (finite) sequenceβ1, . . . , βm (m > 0) with which for
everyi (1 ≤ i ≤ m) eitherβi ∈ T or there is a rule15 βi ← α1, α2, . . . , αn ∈ R
and{α1, . . . , αn} ⊆ {β1, . . . , βi−1}. We writeT ⊢ α if α ∈ Th(T ). Such systems
aremonotonic, i.e. if T ⊢ α thenT ′ ⊢ α for anyT ′ ⊇ T .

As shown by several examples in [5] coupling the well-studied formalism of de-
ductive systems with the novel concepts ofassumptionsandcontraryprovides an
(argumentation founded) approach giving a unified treatment of a wide variety of
non-classical logics.

Definition 14 For a deductive system〈L,R〉 anassumption-based frameworkw.r.t.
〈L,R〉 is a triple 〈T,A, –〉 whereT ⊆ L is a theory,A ⊆ L a non-empty set of
assumptions, and– : A → L a mapping that associates with each assumption
α ∈ A its contrary, denotedα.

Although the contrary mapping can be instantiated as classical negation, it isnot
limited to this sense only. Instead of the atomic notion of argument from [17], the

15 For ease of readability we use the formβ ← α1, . . . , αn inside text.
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objects of interest withinABFs are subsets ofassumptionsthat defineextensions
of the theoryT according to various semantics. In this way, the following mirrors
Defn. 1 forAFs, presenting analogous ideas inABFs.

Definition 15 Let 〈T,A, –〉 be an ABF w.r.t. some deductive system〈L,R〉 and
∆ ⊆ A. For ϕ ∈ L, we write∆ |= ϕ as a shorthand forϕ ∈ Th(T ∪∆).

The set of assumptions∆ attacksan assumptionα ∈ A if ∆ |= α; ∆ attacks aset
of assumptions∆′ if ∆ |= α for someα ∈ ∆′. We writeatt(∆, α) to denote the
attack relation over2A × A, and similarly (albeit with a slight abuse of notation)
useatt(∆,∆′) for attacks by∆ on a set of assumptions∆′. The assumption set∆
is said to beclosedif ∆ = {α ∈ A : ∆ |= α}, i.e. a closed assumption set cannot
derive any assumption other than those already contained init. Those frameworks
whose supporting deductive systems are such thateveryset of assumptions is closed
are calledflat frameworks.

A set∆ ⊆ A is conflict-freeif ¬att(∆,∆); ∆ is anadmissibleset of assumptions if
it is closed, conflict-free, and for everyclosedassumption set∆′ if att(∆′,∆) then
att(∆,∆′); ∆ is a preferred extension if it is a maximal admissible set. A set ∆ is
a stableextension if it is closed, conflict-free, and for everyα ∈ A \∆, att(∆, α),
i.e ∆ |= α.

Following [19,20], ∆ is an ideal setif ∆ it is admissible and a subset of every
preferred extension;∆ is (the) idealextensionif it is the maximal such set.16

Corresponding to the decision problems forAFs considered earlier, we have the
following formulations inABFs. Note that the underlying deductive system〈L,R〉
is reflected in the problemnamerather than explicitly as part of theinstance. We
useEs(〈T,A,

– 〉) to denote the subsets of assumptions satisfying the criteria of
semanticss in theABF 〈T,A,– 〉.

Table 7
Decision Problems inABFs

Problem Name Instance Question

Verification(VER
〈L,R〉
s ) 〈T,A,– 〉; ∆ ⊆ A Is ∆ ∈ Es(〈T,A,– 〉)?

Credulous Acceptance(CA
〈L,R〉
s ) 〈T,A,– 〉; ϕ ∈ L ∃∆ ∈ Es(〈T,A,– 〉) for which ∆ |= ϕ?

Sceptical Acceptance(SA
〈L,R〉
s ) 〈T,A,– 〉; ϕ ∈ L ∀∆ ∈ Es(〈T,A,– 〉) does∆ |= ϕ?

Existence(EXISTS
〈L,R〉
s ) 〈T,A,– 〉 Is Es(〈T,A,– 〉) 6= ∅?

Emptiness(VER
〈L,R〉,∅
s ) 〈T,A,– 〉 Is Es(〈T,A,– 〉) = {∅}?

The formulations ofCA〈L,R〉
s andSA〈L,R〉

s are rather more general than might seem to
be the natural analogue: rather than asking whether a givenassumption, α belongs
to at least one (or every) set inEs (so directly paralleling the form ofCAs and

16 We recall that [19,20] have shown everyAF, ABF has a uniquely defined ideal extension.
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SAs from AFs), the decision problems ask whether a givensentence, ϕ ∈ L, can
be deduced via at least one (resp. every) set inEs. In complexity terms for flat
frameworks andϕ = α ∈ A, the given form is equivalent to the natural analogue:
∆ |= ϕ = α if and only if α ∈ ∆.

3.2 Instantiations ofABFs modeling default reasoning and their complexity

In this section we reprise the translations from a range of reasoning formalisms into
equivalentABFs. Our presentation summarises the descriptions from [5,14].

3.2.1 Logic Programming –LP

We recall that a (normal) logic program,T , comprises a set of clauses of the form
α ← β1, . . . , βm whereα is a ground atom from some underylingHerbrand base
(HB) andβi is a literal fromLits = HB ∪HBnot whereHBnot = {not α : α ∈
HB}. Given a normal logic program,T , the correspondingABF is 〈T,HBnot,

– 〉
where for each assumptionnot α ∈ HBnot its contrarynot α = α. The underlying
deductive system〈L,R〉 corresponds to Horn logic derivability, where following
[25], assumptionsnot α are regarded as new atomsα∗.

3.2.2 Default Logic –DL

Given a deductive system for classical first-order logic,〈L0, R0〉Reiter [33] defines
adefault theoryas a pair〈W,D〉 whereinW ⊆ L0 andD is a set ofdefault rules

α : Mβ1, . . . ,Mβn

γ
where α, β1, . . . , βn, γ ∈ L0, n ≥ 0

Informally a default rule may be interpreted as “it is reasonable to assumeγ if we
know (or have proved that)α is the case and have no basis on which to suppose
any¬βi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) holds”, e.g. in the standard example of default reasoning “it is
reasonable to assume thatTweetycan fly if we know thatTweetyis a bird and have
no basis to suppose either thatTweetyis a penguin or thatTweetycan not fly.” is
expressed via the default rule

bird(Tweety) : M¬ penguin(Tweety), M flies(Tweety)

flies(Tweety)
.
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For the default theory〈W,D〉 the relatedABF 〈T,A,– 〉 is formulated in the deduc-
tive system〈L,R〉 with

L = L0 ∪ {Mα : α ∈ L0}

R = R0 ∪D

T = W

A = {Mβ : β ∈ L0 andMβ occurs in some default rule ofD}

Mα = ¬ α

3.2.3 Autoepistemic Logic –AEL

In AEL the starting point is a deductive system,〈L,R〉, in which L is a modal
language with modal operatorB, andR an inference scheme of classical logic
for L: the interpretation ofBα being that “α is believed”. For a theoryT ⊆ L
of AEL, the correspondingABF, 〈T,A,– 〉 w.r.t. 〈L,R〉 hasA = {Bα : α ∈
L} ∪ {¬Bα : α ∈ L}. The contrary mapping hasBα = ¬Bα and¬Bα = α.

Both Reiter [33] and Konolige [29] have observed that default rules of the form
γ ← α : Mβ1, . . . ,Mβn can be regarded asAEL inference rules of the form
γ ← Bα, ¬B¬β1, . . .¬B¬βn.

3.2.4 Summary of known complexity properties

A key contribution of [14] is in linking the computational complexity of the deci-
sion problems in Table 7 to that of thederivability problemin the supporting de-
ductive system〈L,R〉, i.e. the computational complexity of deciding given∆ ⊆ A
andϕ ∈ L whether∆ |= ϕ. If (∆ |=?ϕ) is decidable some classC then a num-
ber of generic upper bounds can be demonstrated in terms of oracle computations
provided with access toC oracles. In total from the complexity bounds on deciding
∆ |= ϕ stated in Table 8 the upper bounds of Table 9 have been derived.

Table 8
Computational Complexity of deciding∆ |= ϕ

Logic Complexity of deciding∆ |= ϕ

LP P

DL coNP–complete

AEL coNP–complete

Although [14] does not addresslower bounds for the verification problems, all
of the bounds for the credulous and sceptical reasoning problems are shown to be
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Table 9
Upper bounds for Decision Problems inABFs from [14]

Problem LP DL AEL

VER
〈L,R〉
ADM P PNP Πp

2

VER
〈L,R〉
PR coNP Πp

2 Πp
3

VER
〈L,R〉
ST P PNP Πp

2

CA
〈L,R〉
PR NP Σp

2 Σp
3

CA
〈L,R〉
ST NP Σp

2 Σp
2

SA
〈L,R〉
PR Πp

2 Πp
3 Πp

4

SA
〈L,R〉
ST coNP Πp

2 Πp
2

tight, i.e. ifC is an upper bound onCA〈L,R〉
s or SA〈L,R〉

s from Table 9 then the decision
question is alsoC–hard.

3.3 Complexity of Ideal Semantics inABFS

Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 characterise properties of ideal sets andthe ideal extension
in AFs. Under certain restrictions both of these have counterparts for ABFs.

Lemma 3 LetT = 〈T,A,– 〉 be anABF w.r.t. the deductive system〈L,R〉. If T is
a flat framework then:

a. ∀ ∆ ⊆ A, VER
〈L,R〉
IDL (T ,∆) if and only if

VER
〈L,R〉
ADM (T ,∆) and∀ Γ ⊆ A : att(Γ,∆)⇒ ¬VER

〈L,R〉
ADM (T ,Γ)

b. LetΘ ⊆ A be the ideal extension ofT . For all α ∈ A, α ∈ Θ if and only if

∀Γ ⊆ A : att(Γ, α) ⇒ [ ¬VER
〈L,R〉
ADM (T ,Γ) and att(Θ,Γ) ]

Proof: For (a), if ∆ is an ideal set it is admissible by definition. Considering any
Γ ⊆ A for which att(Γ,∆), wereΓ to be admissible it would not be possible
for ∆ ⊆ Γ′ for every preferred extension since a preferred extension containingΓ
would fail to be conflict-free. Thus, if∆ is an ideal set then no subset,Γ, attacking
it can be admissible. On the other hand let∆ be admissible and no∆′ attacking it
be so. Consider any preferred extension,Γ of T : from the fact thatΓ is a preferred
extension we have¬ att(Γ,Γ); from the premise that∆ is admissible it further
holds¬ att(∆,∆). Consider the setΓ ∪∆. 17 We claim that¬att(Γ ∪∆,Γ ∪∆).

17 It is this part of the argument that requiresT to be aflat framework: otherwise, even ifΓ
and∆ arebothclosed, we cannot infer thatΓ ∪∆ will also be so.
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Suppose this were not so, i.e.att(Γ ∪ ∆,Γ ∪ ∆). Then eitheratt(Γ ∪ ∆,∆) or
att(Γ ∪∆,Γ). In the former case

att(Γ ∪∆,∆) ⇒ att(∆,Γ ∪∆) since∆ is admissible

⇒ att(∆,Γ) since¬att(∆,∆)

⇒ att(Γ,∆) sinceΓ is admissible

⇒ ¬ VER
〈L,R〉
ADM (T ,Γ) from premise that no attacker of∆ is admissible

This contradicts the choice ofΓ as a preferred extension.

In the latter case,

att(Γ ∪∆,Γ) ⇒ att(Γ,Γ ∪∆) sinceΓ is admissible

⇒ att(Γ,∆) since¬att(Γ,Γ)

⇒ ¬ VER
〈L,R〉
ADM (T ,Γ) from premise that no attacker of∆ is admissible

again contradicting the choice ofΓ as a preferred extension.

It follows thatΓ ∪∆ is conflict-free. This set, however, is also admissible:

att(Γ′,∆ ∪ Γ) ⇒ [att(Γ′,Γ) or att(Γ′,∆)] ⇒ att(Γ ∪∆,Γ′)

SinceΓ is a preferred extensionΓ ∪∆ = Γ, i.e.∆ ⊆ Γ and we deduce that∆ is
an ideal set.

For (b), if α ∈ Θ, then it is immediate from part (a) that noΓ ⊆ A for which
att(Γ, α) is admissible. In addition, sinceΘ is admissible,att(Γ, α) ⇒ att(Γ,Θ)
thus att(Θ,Γ). Conversely, if no attacker,Γ of α is admissible and every such
attacker is attacked byΘ thenΘ ∪ {α} is conflict-free. To see this, assume the
contrary and thatatt(Θ ∪ {α},Θ ∪ {α}). Eitheratt(Θ ∪ {α}, {α}) or att(Θ ∪
{α},Θ). In the first case we have,

att(Θ ∪ {α}, {α}) ⇒ att(Θ,Θ ∪ {α}) from premise

⇒ att(Θ, {α}) since¬att(Θ,Θ) from admissibility ofΘ

⇒ ¬VER
〈L,R〉
ADM (T ,Θ) from premise

contradictingΘ being the ideal extension. In the second case, since

att(Θ ∪ {α},Θ)⇒ att(Θ,Θ ∪ {α})
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we derive a similar contradiction. It is easy to see thatΘ ∪ {α} is also admissible
since every set attacking it is counterattacked byΘ. Furthermore no attackerΓ of
Θ ∪ {α} is admissible: eitheratt(Γ,Θ) and Γ is not an admissible set via (a);
or att(Γ, {α}) andΓ is not admissible from the premises onα. We deduce that
Θ∪{α} is an ideal set, and withΘ being the ideal extension, i.e. maximal such set,
soα ∈ Θ as claimed. 2

Corollary 12 If T = 〈T,A,– 〉 is a flat framework in〈L,R〉 and deciding∆ |= ϕ

is in some complexity classC, thenVER
〈L,R〉
IDL ∈ coNPC .

Proof: Given an instance〈T ,∆〉 of VER
〈L,R〉
IDL we may checkVER

〈L,R〉
ADM (T ,∆) via

a PC computation, as described in [14, Thm. 4]. We can then test for everyΓ ⊆ A
that shouldatt(Γ,∆) (|∆| calls to aC oracle decidingΓ |= α for α ∈ ∆), thenΓ is
not admissible (PC). In total the algorithm is implemented in coNPPC

= coNPC as
claimed. 2

Corollary 13 The problem of verifying that∆ is an ideal set can be decided in

a. coNP for LP instantiations ofABFs.
b. Πp

2 for DL instantiations ofABFs.

Proof: All instances ofABFs instantiatingLP or DL describe flat frameworks. Thus
both bounds follow from Corollary 12 and Table 8 giving coNPP = coNP for LP

instances, and coNPcoNP = coNPNP = Πp
2 for DL instances. 2

In contrast to the upper bounds given in Corollary 13, where it is not possible to
assume flatness, the characterisation from Lemma 3 may fail.In such cases one has
the general upper bound,

Lemma 4 Let T = 〈T,A,– 〉 be anABF with underlying deductive system〈L,R〉
and for which∆ |= ϕ is decidable inC.

VER
〈L,R〉
IDL ∈ coNPNPNPC

Proof: Given an instance〈T ,∆〉 of VER
〈L,R〉
IDL for T = 〈T,A,– 〉 as in the Lemma

statement, this can be decided by checkingVER
〈L,R〉
ADM (T ,∆) (coNPC, via [14, Thm. 3])

and then testing

∀ Γ ⊆ A (¬VER
〈L,R〉
PR (T ,Γ) ∨ ∆ ⊆ Γ)
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That is, every preferred extension ofT contains∆. Again via, [14, Thm. 3],¬VER
〈L,R〉
PR ∈

NPNPC

so the test described can be completed in coNPNPNPC

as claimed. 2

Corollary 14 For AEL instantiations ofABFs the problem of verifying that∆ is an
ideal set is inΠp

4.

Proof: Those frameworks describingAEL instantiations can fail to be flat, hence
the upper bound is immediate from Table 8 and Lemma 4. 2

The characterisation of ideal sets and properties of the ideal extension are not the
only properties ofAFs that carry across to flat frameworks. With some minor vari-
ations it turns out that theconstructionprocess for building the ideal extension –
described in Thm. 7 – can also be adapted to flat frameworks. Wefirst describe the
algorithm for flat frameworks in Algorithm 1 and prove its correctness in Thm. 16.
Finally its run-time is analysed in terms of upper bounds onCA

〈L,R〉
ADM and that of

deciding∆ |= ϕ in Thm. 17.

Algorithm 1 Construction of the Ideal Extension in flatABFs
1: function FIND-IDEAL -EXTENSION (T = 〈T,A,– 〉)
2: Aout := {α ∈ A : ¬CA

〈L,R〉
ADM (T , α)};

3: Ain := A \ Aout;
4: ACA := { α ∈ Ain : Ain |= α };
5: APSA := Ain \ ACA ;
6: Γ := APSA;
7: repeat
8: Γin := Γ;
9: Ξ := { α ∈ Aout : ¬ (Γ |= α) };

10: ∆ := { γ ∈ Γin : Ξ ∪ ACA |= γ };
11: Γ := Γ \∆;
12: until Γin = Γ
13: return Γ;

Prior formally to proving its correctness, some discussionof this algorithm may
be helpful. In a similar manner to the mechanism described inobtaining the upper
bound of Thm. 7, the algorithm builds a partition of the assumption set into three
parts:Aout (the counterpart ofXOUT from Thm. 7) with the remaining assumptions
(Ain) divided between those which cannot be sceptically accepted (the setACA)
and those whichcouldbe sceptically accepted (the setAPSA). The main loop, be-
tween ll. 7–12, progressively removes assumptions fromAPSA (until no change
results), by identifying those assumptions whichcannotbe part of the ideal exten-
sion. The computational process, in effect, mirrors the theview of 〈XPSA,XOUT〉
as a bipartite subgraph ofH adopted in Thm. 7 in its treatment of〈APSA, Aout〉.
The major difference is that the attack relation must be considered in terms ofsets
of assumptions, whereas in theAF algorithm it sufficed to deal with the interac-
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tion between individual arguments inXOUT and arguments inXPSA. 18 Informally
one may view the rationale of Algorithm 1 as implicitly considering a bipartiteAF

formed by〈APSA, 2
Aout〉with the attack relation containing〈∆, α〉 for ∆ any (min-

imal) subset ofAout for which ∆ ∪ ACA |= α; together with〈APSA, β〉 whenever
(the current, in the sense of l. 8),APSA |= β.

Theorem 16 Given a flat framework,T , Algorithm 1 returns its ideal extension.

Proof: For T = 〈T,A,– 〉 a flat framework w.r.t. the deductive system〈L,R〉
let Θ ⊆ A be its ideal extension. First observe that the subsetAPSA computed in
line 5 of the algorithm is both conflict-free and is such thatΘ ⊆ APSA. To see
this notice thatatt(APSA, APSA) would implyAPSA |= γ and, hence,Ain |= γ
contradictingγ ∈ APSA (cf. lines 4–5). ThatΘ ⊆ APSA, follows by observing
Θ ∩ Aout = ∅: Θ is admissible, however, no assumption inAout belongs to an
admissible set (line 2). Supposing, to the contrary, thatΘ ∩ACA 6= ∅ consider any
α ∈ Θ ∩ ACA . By definition,α ∈ ACA impliesAin |= α, henceatt(Ain,Θ) from
which att(Θ, Ain) asΘ is admissible. We, therefore, can find someδ ∈ Ain such
thatΘ |= δ so thatΘ attacks any preferred extension,∆ of T for which δ ∈ ∆.
Such a preferred extension exists by virtue ofCA

〈L,R〉
ADM (T , δ) but then we cannot

haveΘ ⊆ ∆ contradicting the choice ofΘ as the ideal extension ofT . In summary
APSA is conflict-free andΘ ⊆ APSA. In addition¬att(APSA, ACA): if APSA |= γ
for γ ∈ ACA , thenatt(APSA,Γ) for any preferred extensionΓ with γ ∈ Γ leading
to the contradictionatt(Ain, APSA) as a consequence ofatt(Γ, APSA).

To complete the proof of correctness it remains to show that the setΓ returned by
Algorithm 1 is the maximal admissible subset ofAPSA. CertainlyΓ is conflict-free
(sinceAPSA is conflict-free). Consider anyΞ ⊆ A for which att(Ξ,Γ). It must
be the case thatΞ ∩ Aout 6= ∅ for otherwiseΞ ⊆ ACA andatt(Ξ,Γ) would yield
Ξ |= γ for γ ∈ Γ, i.e.Ain |= γ contradictingγ ∈ APSA. Let Ξout = Ξ ∩ Aout. If
att(Γ,Ξout) then, trivially,att(Γ,Ξ), soΓ would only fail to be admissible if it is
attacked byΞ such that

∀ ξ ∈ Ξout ¬(Γ |= ξ)

This, however, contradictsΓ being the set returned by Algorithm 1: for consider
the subset∆ for which Ξ |= δ for eachδ ∈ ∆ (from att(Ξ,Γ) it is immediate
that |∆| ≥ 1). This is precisely the subset identified in line 10 and removed (from
the currentΓ) in line 11. We deduce, as a result thatΓ is an admissible subset of

18 The polynomial time algorithm of [21] identifying non-credulously accepted arguments
in bipartite AFs, B(Y,Z,A) does so by repeatedly identifying thosey ∈ Y (resp.z ∈
Z) for which somez ∈ {y}− (resp.y ∈ {z}−) is unattacked byY (resp.Z), cf. the
construction in ll. 9–10 of Algorithm 1: line 9 identifies thesetΞ of assumptions inAout

that are unattacked (byAPSA) and eliminates fromAPSA those assumptions attacked by
Ξ.
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APSA. It must, however, also be amaximalsuch set. For consider any non-empty
∆ ⊆ APSA \ Γ. We claim the setΓ ∪∆ is not admissible. To see this let

Γ0, Γ1 , . . . , Γk

be the sequence of setsΓ0 = APSA, Γk = Γ, andΓi ⊂ Γi−1 (≤ i ≤ k) over
successive iterations of lines 7–11. From∆ ∩ Γ = ∅, we can identify a partition of
∆ into r sets〈∆1, . . . ,∆r〉 and a subsequence〈j1, j2, . . . , jr〉 of 〈0, 1, . . . , k − 1〉
such that

∆i ⊆ Γji
; ∆i ∩ Γji+1

= ∅

Thus,∆i is a subset of those assumptions removed from the current collection
Γin = Γji

in line 11 of the algorithm. Without loss of generality we canfocus on
∆1 andΓj1 . By inspection we see that,

Ξ = {α ∈ Aout : ¬(Γj1 |= α)} line 9

∆1 ⊆ {γ ∈ Γj1 : Ξ ∪ ACA |= γ} line 10

Noting thatΓ ∪∆1 ⊆ Γj1 and that

Ξ ⊆ Ξ′ = {α ∈ Aout : ¬(Γj1 |= α)}

it follows that att(ACA ∪ Ξ′,Γ ∪ ∆1) and, in particular,att(ACA ∪ Ξ′,∆1). In
summary, if it is the case thatΓ ∪ ∆ is admissible, then this set must be able to
counter the attack on∆1 byACA ∪ Ξ′. Hence,

VER
〈L,R〉
ADM (T ,Γ ∪∆) ⇒ att(Γ ∪∆, ACA ∪ Ξ′)

⇒ att(Γ ∪∆, ACA) or att(Γ ∪∆,Ξ′)

FromΓ∪∆ ⊆ APSA and¬att(APSA, ACA) the only possibility isatt(Γ∪∆,Ξ′):
the definition ofΓj1 which is a superset ofΓ ∪∆ shows that no such counterattack
is possible. In total we deduce thatΓ ∪ ∆ cannot be admissible and, henceΓ is
themaximaladmissible subset ofAPSA. It is easily seen that that no attacker ofΓ
defines an admissible set of assumptions sinceatt(∆,Γ)⇒ ∆ ∩Aout 6= ∅.

To summarise:Θ, the ideal extension, is a subset ofAPSA; Γ the set returned by
Algorithm 1 is an admissible subset ofAPSA and no attacker,∆ of Γ is admissible,
i.e by Lemma 3 (a) is an ideal set;Γ, however, is themaximaladmissible subset of
APSA none of whose attackers is admissible, so thatΓ = Θ as claimed. 2
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Theorem 17 LetT = 〈T,A,– 〉 be a flat framework w.r.t.〈L,R〉 for which∆ |= ϕ
is decidable inC. Using Algorithm 1 the maximal ideal extension ofT may be found
in FPNPC

|| , i.e. the class of function problems that are solvable by polynomial time
algorithms which make non-adaptive queries to an oracle inNPC.

Proof: The partition ofA = {α1, . . . , αn} into 〈Aout, Ain〉 can be obtained
using the single parallel query which reportsz1z2 . . . zn ∈ 〈⊤,⊥〉

n with zi =

⊤ ⇔ CA
〈L,R〉
ADM (T , αi). From [14, Thm. 8], in the case of flat frameworks with

∆ |= ϕ decidable inC, CA
〈L,R〉
ADM ∈ NPC so that this partition is constructible in

FPNPC

|| . The remaining stages of the algorithm require only a polynomial number
of adaptive queries toC oracles: an easy generalisation of [27, Thm. 2.2, p. 379]
givesFPNPC [log] = FPNPC

|| , (whereFPD[log] is the class of functions computable by
polynomial time algorithms that makeO(logn) queries to aD oracle on instances
of sizen), so that sinceFPC ⊆ FPNPC

the overall upper bound stated follows. 2

Turning to the specific casesLP and DL, the following corollaries are immediate
from Thm. 17 and Table 8.

Corollary 15

a. FIELP ∈ FPNP
|| .

b. FIEDL ∈ FP
Σp

2

|| .

Corollary 16

a. The decision problemsVERLP
IE , VER

LP,∅
IE andCALP

IDL are all in PNP
|| .

b. The decision problemsVERDL
IE , VER

DL ,∅
IE andCADL

IDL are all in P
Σp

2

|| .

The results of Corollaries 13, 15, and 16 establish upper bounds on each of the
three variants of the verification problem, credulous reasoning, and the complex-
ity of constructing ideal extensions. These upper bounds rely on properties of the
supporting deductive system and the complexity of deciding∆ |= ϕ. In order to
address issues of lower bounds and the complexity of the other decision problems
we consider the different deductive systems in turn.

RegardingLP instantiations we have the following theorem.

Theorem 18

a. VERLP
IDL is coNP–hard via≤p

m.

b. CALP
IDL is PNP

|| –hard via≤rp
m with probability1− 2−n.

c. VERLP
IE is PNP

|| –hard via≤rp
m with probability1− 2−n.
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d. VER
LP,∅
IE is PNP

|| –hard via≤rp
m with probability1− 2−n.

e. FIELP is FPNP
|| –hard via≤p

m.

Proof: All of the lower bounds follow by giving a translation from arbitrary AFs
H(X ,A) to a relatedLP setting, i.e. in effect, ifLID is a problem defined in the
ideal semantics forAFs with LLP

ID its counterpart inABFs instantiatingLP forms,
then the translation we describe forms the basis of a proof thatLID ≤

p
m LLP

ID .

The translation we describe fromH(X ,A) to a logic programTH is effectively that
given in Dung [17, p. 348]. For anAF, H(X ,A) defineLitsH as the set of ground
atoms

LitsH = { d(x) : x ∈ X}
⋃

{ not d(x) : x ∈ X}

(although these sets are described as unary functions, for any fixed〈X ,A〉, LitsH

defines a set of2|X | propositional variables.)

The logic program,TH has exactly the following rules:

TH =
⋃

x∈X

⋃

y∈{x}−

{ d(x) ← not d(y) }

Informally these assert that the argumentx is “defeated” if any of its attackers
(y ∈ {x}−) is assumednot to be defeated. For the deductive system so defined we
have the theABF, T H = 〈TH, AH,– 〉 in whichAH = { not d(x) : x ∈ X},
not d(x) = d(x).

Rather than derive (a)–(e) separately, it is, in fact sufficient to prove there is a one-
to-one correspondence between ideal sets (ofarguments) in H(X ,A) and ideal
sets (ofassumptions) in T H. ForS ⊆ X , ∆(S) ⊆ AH is the set of assumptions
{not d(y) : y ∈ S}. Similarly, for ∆ ⊆ AH, S(∆) ⊆ X is the set of arguments
{ y : not d(y) ∈ ∆}. It is easy to see that (a)–(e) are all immediate consequences
of the following

S is an ideal set inH if and only if ∆(S) is an ideal set inT H (2)
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In order to establish (2), first suppose thatS defines an ideal set withinH and
consider∆(S) ⊆ AH. The set∆(S) is conflict-free since

att(∆(S),∆(S)) ⇔ {not d(x), not d(y)} ⊆ ∆(S)

and (d(x)← not d(y) ∈ TH or d(y)← not d(x) ∈ TH)

⇔ {x, y} ⊆ S and (〈y, x〉 ∈ A or 〈x, y〉 ∈ A)

contradicting the fact thatS is conflict-free. Similarly∆(S) must be admissible,
for given anyΓ ⊆ AT , att(Γ,∆(S)) if and only if Γ |= not d(x) = d(x) for some
not d(x) ∈ ∆(S). From the definition ofTH, Γ contains an assumptionnot d(y)
for which d(x) ← not d(y) is a rule inTH, so that〈y, x〉 ∈ A, i.e. y ∈ X
attacksx in S. It follows that there is somez ∈ S for which 〈z, y〉 ∈ A, hence
somenot d(z) ∈ ∆(S) for which d(y) ← not d(z) is in TH, i.e.∆S |= not d(y)
andatt(∆(S),Γ). Thus∆(S) is also admissible. We recall from Lemma 1 that,
sinceS is an ideal set, no argument inS− is credulously accepted. We show that,
in consequence, no subsetΓ of assumptions for whichatt(Γ,∆(S)) is admissible.
This suffices to complete the first part of the proof via Lemma 3(a). So suppose
att(Γ,∆(S)) and henceΓ |= not d(x) for not d(x) ∈ ∆(S), i.e.not d(y) ∈ Γ and
d(x) ← not d(y) ∈ TH so that〈y, x〉 ∈ A. It is easy to show, however, that ifΓ
were admissible thenS(Γ) = { y : not d(y) ∈ Γ} ⊆ X would be admissible in
H: asy ∈ S(Γ) ∩ S−, this contradicts the fact that no attacker ofS is credulously
accepted. We deduce that ifS is an ideal set inH then∆(S) is an ideal set inT H.

For the converse implication, let∆ be an ideal set ofT H and consider the subset
S(∆) of X . By similar arguments to those aboveS(∆) is an admissible set since
∆ is admissible. Now consider any attackery of somex ∈ S(∆). In T H any set
of assumptions,Γ containingnot d(y) attacksnot d(x) ∈ ∆ by virtue of the rule
d(x) ← not d(y) in TH, thus, from Lemma 3(a) it follows that no such set can be
admissible inT H, i.e. the argumenty is not credulously accepted inH. ThusS(∆)
is an admissible set ofH none of whose attackers is credulously accepted: from
Lemma 1,S(∆) is therefore an ideal set. 2

Readers familiar with [15] may recognise that the form ofTH in the proof just
given is that of a “reduced negative logic program” the structure employed in order
to derive earlier complexity results inAFs. In principle we could also have derived
upperbounds for problems onLP instantiations ofABFs, by transforming normal
logic programs to reduced negative logic programs and invoking the “rule graph”
construction of [15, Defn. 3.8, p. 219]. There are several reasons why we havenot
adopted such an approach: although translations from normal logic programs to re-
duced negative logic programs can always be carried out, e.g. [15, Propn. 4.2], there
is some debate about how efficiently such processes can be effected: Linke [30]
claims an exponential size increase may occur, an assertiondisputed in Costantini
et al. [9] which outlines a polynomial time process building on an algorithm of [6].
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Irrespective of how efficiently transformations to negative logic programs can be
performed, the upper bound mechanisms presented earlier offer a more general ap-
proach encompassing all flat frameworks, i.e. not simplyLP cases. The exact form
of the lower bound translation (and the fact the the upper bound construction is
unconstrained) yield the following observation.

Corollary 17 The lower bounds of Thm. 18 continue to hold even in the case ofLP

theories,T , in whicheveryclause ofT has the formα ← not β, i.e. with a single
atom inHBnot defining the premises of each rule.

We now consider lower bounds forABFs instantiating default logics. The proof
methods are built on techniques from work of Gottlob [26] (which also feature
in the treatment of default logics in [14]), the characterisation of ideal sets from
Lemma 3, and the approach adopted in the proof of Thm 2.

Theorem 19 VERDL
IDL is Πp

2–complete.

Proof: That VERDL
IDL ∈ Πp

2 has already been shown in Corollary 13 (b). To show
that this problem isΠp

2–hard, we reduce to the complementary problem,¬ VERDL
IDL

from the Σp
2–complete problemQSATΣ

2 . We assume instances are 3-DNF formu-
lae with product terms{P1, P2, . . . , Pm} each comprising exactly three literals
defined over two (disjoint) sets of propositional variablesYn = 〈y1, . . . , yn〉;
Zn = 〈z1, . . . , zn〉, an instanceϕ(Yn, Zn) being accepted if there is some instanti-
ation,αY , of Yn, under whichΦ(α, Zn) ≡ ⊤.

Given,ϕ(Yn, Zn) form the default theory(W,D) over the language whose literals
are

L0 = { yi, zi, ¬ yi,¬ zi, : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {ϕ,¬ϕ, ψ,¬ψ}

[Note: The terms{ϕ,¬ϕ, ψ,¬ψ} are treated asliterals in this language, so thatϕ
is effectively a “place-holder” for theDNF expressionP1 ∨ · · · ∨Pm over literals of
Zn ∪ Yn, e.g. as in the second set of default rules below.]

We fixW = ∅ andD to contain the following default rules:19

{

⊤ : Myi

yi

,
⊤ : M¬yi

¬yi

,
⊤ : Mψ

yi

,
⊤ : Mψ

¬ yi

: 1 ≤ i ≤ n

}

{

⊤ : Mψ

¬ϕ
,
⊤ : Mϕ

¬ψ
,
⊤ : M(¬P1 ∧ ¬P2 ∧ · · · ∧ ¬Pm)

¬ϕ

}

19 Readers familiar with default logic will note that these do not define anormal set of
defaults. There are, however, general translation mechanisms, cf. [26, p. 414], that can be
used to build equivalentsemi-normaldefault theories from arbitrary defaults. In order to
minimise notational overheads we have eschewed such translation in our presentation.
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TheABF instance formed from(W,D) is Tϕ = 〈∅, Aϕ,
– 〉 with

Aϕ = {Myi, M¬yi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {Mϕ, Mψ} ∪ {M(¬P1 ∧ ¬P2 ∧ · · · ∧ ¬Pm) }

We recall that the contrary mapping isMα = ¬α.

We claim that{Mψ} doesnotdefine an ideal set withinTϕ if and only ifϕ(Yn, Zn)
is a positive instance ofQSATΣ

2 . We first observe that{Mψ} defines an admissible
set of assumptions fromAϕ. For consider any∆ ⊂ Aϕ for which att(∆, {Mψ}).
This can only happen if∆ |= ¬ψ, from which it follows thatMϕ ∈ ∆ and hence
(since{Mψ} |= ¬ϕ) it follows thatatt({Mψ},∆). Given that{Mψ} is admissi-
ble, in order for it to fail to be an ideal set, via Lemma 3 (a), some∆ ⊆ Aϕ for
whichatt(∆,Mψ) must define an admissible set withinT . We have aleady argued
that any set attacking{Mψ}must contain the assumptionMϕ so it suffices to show
thatCADL

ADM (T ,Mϕ) if and only if ∃αY : ϕ(αY , Zn) ≡ ⊤.

Suppose first thatCADL
ADM (T ,Mϕ) and letΓ ⊆ Aϕ be a preferred extension ofT .

for whichMϕ ∈ Γ. Certainly ifMψ ∈ ∆ thenatt(∆,Γ), however from{Mϕ} |=
¬ψ such attacks are countered. FromMϕ ∈ Γ, any set of assumptions,∆, for
whichM(¬P1 ∧ ¬P2 ∧ · · · ∧ ¬Pm) ∈ ∆ will also attackΓ so thatΓ |= ¬(¬P1 ∧
· · · ∧¬Pm) ≡ P1 ∨ · · · ∨Pm. In consequence,Γ must containn assumptions (one
for each pair{Myi,M¬yi}), Γ′, such thatΓ′ |= P1 ∨ · · · ∨ Pm. It is easily seen
that choosingαY = 〈a1, . . . , an〉 to be the corresponding instantiation ofYn, i.e.
ai := ⊤ ⇔ Myi ∈ Γ′ givesϕ(αY , Zn) ≡ ⊤.

For the converse implication supposing that someαY satisfiesϕ(αY , Zn) ≡ ⊤.
Consider the set of assumptionsΓ = {Myi : ai = ⊤} ∪ {M¬yi : ai = ⊥} ∪
{Mϕ}. It is certainly the case that¬att(Γ,Γ). Furthermore the only∆ attackingΓ
are those containingMψ (which is counterattacked through{Mϕ} |= ¬ψ), M¬yi

(for thoseyi with ai = ⊤: counterattacked via{Myi} |= yi); Myi (for thoseyi

with ai = ⊥: counterattacked by{M¬yi} |= ¬yi), and, finally,M(¬P1 ∧ ¬P2 ∧
· · · ∧ ¬Pm) (which is counterattacked by the premise thatϕ(αY , Zn) ≡ ⊤ so that
Γ |= P1 ∨ · · · ∨ Pm.

In summary,CADL
ADM (T ,Mϕ) if and only if ϕ(Yn, Zn) is accepted as an instance

of QSATΣ
2 , hence¬VERDL

IDL (T , {Mψ}) if and only if ∃αY ϕ(αY , Zn) ≡ ⊤. We
deduce thatVERDL

IDL (T , {Mψ}) is Πp
2–complete as claimed. 2

Corollary 18

a. CADL
IDL is Πp

2–hard.

b. VER
DL ,∅
IE is Σp

2–hard.
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c. VERDL
IE is D

p
2–hard, whereD

p
2 is the set of languages expressible as the inter-

section of a language inΣp
2 with a language inΠp

2.

Proof: Similar to the arguments used in Corollary 1, Corollary 2 andThm. 3.
For (a), CADL

IDL (T ,Mψ) using theABF of Thm. 19 if and only ifϕ(Yn, Zn) de-
fines a negative instance ofQSATΣ

2 . To establish (b),T either has an empty ideal
extension or its ideal extension is{Mψ}, so that¬VER

DL ,∅
IE (T ) if and only if

VERDL
IDL (T , {Mψ}). Finally (c) follows by considering instances〈ϕ1, ϕ2〉 of the

canonicalDp
2–complete problem,QSATΣ

2 –QSATΠ
2 , applying the translation to anABF

described above and choosing the ideal extension to be verified as{Mψ2}. 2

Corollary 19 FIEDL is FP
Σp

2

|| –complete.

Proof: The upper bound has been proven in Corollary 15(b). The lowerbound uses
the construction given in Thm. 19 and a similar argument to that of Thm. 7. Instead

of Sat Collectionwe use theFP
Σp

2

|| –complete problem of computing the sequence
of values describing ifϕi(Y

i
n, Z

i
n) is accepted as instance ofQSATΠ

2 for n separate
instances〈ϕ1, ϕ2, . . . , ϕn〉. 2

The lower bounds results of Corollary 18 (Πp
2–hardness for credulous reasoning,

Σp
2–hardness for verifying if the empty set defines the ideal extension, andD

p
2–

hardness on verifying if an arbitrary set of assumptions is the ideal extension),
as with the initial bounds proved inAFs for the related problems (Corollary 1,

Corollary 2 and Thm. 3) are some distance from the upper boundP
Σp

2

|| on these
which is an immediate consequence of Corollary 15(b). In order to reduce this
gap, in theAF setting, we made use of a number of structural complexity results
from [7,8] (Facts 9, 12) together with properties of the unique satisfiability problem
(USAT) established in [34]. Given that our approach withDL instantiatons ofABFs
mirrors many of the ideas applied in the analysis ofAFs, a natural tactic in closing
this gap would be to exploit similar methods. To this end it ishelpful to observe that
the structural characterisation ofPNP

|| –hard languages from [7] leading to Fact 9, is
through a simulation of oracle computations and doesnot explicitly depend on the
oracle itself being fromNP. We thus obtain20

Fact 20 For all k ≥ 1, a languageL is P
Σp

k

|| –complete if all of the following hold.

F1. L ∈ P
Σp

k

|| .
F2. L is Σp

k–hardandL is Πp
k–hard.

20 We have chosen to state this generalisation in terms of classes Σp
k andΠp

k within the
polynomial hierarchy – which are the cases of interest for our later development – rather
than arbitrary complexity classesC. We further note that the “only if” part is not needed in
the subsequent treatment.
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F3. L has propertyAND2.
F4. L has propertyORω.

In order to amplify the lower bounds to Corollary 18 toP
Σp

2

|| –hardness, Fact 20 sug-
gests an approach, analogous to the devices discussed in thecommentary following
the proof of Thm. 10, namely

S1. Prove thatCADL
IDL is Σp

2–hard (noting that we already know it to beΠp
2–hard).

S2. Prove thatCADL
IDL has propertyAND2.

S3. Prove thatCADL
IDL has propertyORω.

We deal with S2 and S3 in Thms. 21 and 22.

Theorem 21 CADL
IDL has propertyAND2.

Proof: We restrict attention to instances〈〈T,A,– 〉,Mα〉 forMα ∈ A. In this case
it suffices to show that given instances〈T1,Mα1〉 and〈T2,Mα2〉 of CADL

IDL we can
form an instance〈U ,Mβ〉 for which

CADL
IDL (U ,Mβ) if and only if CADL

IDL (T1,Mα1) ∧ CADL
IDL (T2,Mα2)

Let 〈〈T1, A1,
– 〉,Mα1〉 and〈〈T2, A2,

– 〉,Mα2〉 be instances ofCADL
IDL where, with-

out loss of generality, the underlying languagesL1 and L2 are disjoint.21 Let
〈W1, D1〉 and〈W2, D2〉 be the default theories from whichT1 andT2 are defined.
DefineU to be theABF built from the default theory〈W1∪W2, D1∪D2∪D〉where
D is a new set of defaults over new literals〈y1, y2, z〉 and

D =

{

⊤ : Mα1

¬y1
,
⊤ : Mα2

¬y2
,
⊤ : Mz

z
,
⊤ : M(y1 ∨ y2)

¬z

}

〈U,B,– 〉 with U = T1 ∪ T2 ,B = A1 ∪ A2 ∪ {Mz, M(y1 ∨ y2}. We claim that

CADL
IDL (U ,Mz) ⇔ CADL

IDL (T1,Mα1) ∧ CADL
IDL (T2,Mα2)

Suppose that〈U ,Mz〉 defines a positive instance ofCADL
IDL and letΘU be the ideal

extension ofU . Fromatt({M(y1∨y2)}, {Mz}) we obtainatt(ΘU , {M(y1∨y2)}),
i.e.ΘU |= ¬(y1∨ y2) ≡ ¬y1∧¬y2. It follows, therefore, that{Mα1,Mα2} ⊂ ΘU .
The ideal extension ofU is, however,Θ1 ∪ Θ2 ∪ {Mz} (whereΘi is the ideal
extension ofTi, so that fromA1 ∩ A2 = ∅ it follws Mα1 ∈ Θ1 andMα2 ∈ Θ2 as
claimed.

21 This can always be guaranteed by renaming the literal terms in each.
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For the converse direction, assume thatMα1 ∈ Θ1 andMα2 ∈ Θ2 (so that
CADL

IDL (T1,Mα1) ∧ CADL
IDL (T2,Mα2) and consider theΘ1 ∪ Θ2 ∪ {Mz} ⊂ B.

This set is admissible:¬att(Θ1 ∪Θ2 ∪ {Mz},Θ1 ∪Θ2 ∪ {Mz}); if Γ ⊆ B is such
thatatt(Γ,Θ1 ∪ Θ2 ∪ {Mz}) then one ofatt(Θ1,Γ), att(Θ2,Γ) or att(Γ, {Mz})
must hold. In the last of theseΓ |= ¬z so thatM(y1 ∨ y2) ∈ Γ. Now from
{Mα1,Mα2} ⊆ Θ1∪Θ2 we obtain the counterattack{Mα1,Mα2} |= ¬y1 ∧¬y2.
It is easily seen that¬CADL

ADM (U , {M(y1 ∨ y2)}): Mα1 ∈ Θ1 andMα2 ∈ Θ2 so
that for every preferred extension∆1 of T1 and every preferred extension∆2 of T2,
{Mα1,Mα2} ⊆ δ1 ∪ ∆2 |= ¬(y1 ∨ y2). We deduce thatΘ1 ∪ Θ2 ∪ {Mz} is an
admissible set none of whose attackers is admissible, so that via Lemma 3, this is
an ideal set hence,CADL

IDL (U ,Mz). 2

Theorem 22 CADL
IDL has propertyORω.

Proof: We use a similar construction to that of Thm 21: given

{〈T1,Mα1〉, . . . , 〈Tk,Mαk〉}

a set ofk instances ofCADL
IDL with Ti = 〈Ti, Ai,

– 〉 defined from default theories
〈Wi, Di〉, we form the default theory(W,D) with

W =
k
⋃

i=1

Wi ; D = D′ ∪
k
⋃

i=1

Di

whereD′ is a new set of defaults built using additional literals over{y, z} given by

D′

{

⊤ : My

¬z
,
⊤ : Mα1

¬y
, · · · ,

⊤ : Mαk

¬y

}

We denote byU theABF capturing this default theory and fix the instance ofCADL
IDL

to be〈U ,Mz〉. With this instance it is not hard to show that

k
∨

i=1

CADL
IDL (Ti,Mαi) ⇔ CADL

IDL (U ,Mz)

2

From the constructions of Thms. 21 and 22, in order to improvethe lower bounds

obtained toP
Σp

2

|| –hard, we need to show thatCADL
IDL is Σp

2–hard. Faced with the
related issue (provingNP–hardness ofCAIDL ) in AF settings, we used a reduction
from USAT combined with properties of a randomized reduction fromSAT to USAT,
i.e. the approach described in Fact 12, Thm. 13. There are twomethods we might
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attempt to use in adapting these techniques to provingCADL
IDL to beΣp

2–hard. Define
the quantifier,∃! to hold whenever a witnessing solution isunique, e.g.USAT is then
the language whose positive instances are those for which∃! α : ϕ(α). Consider
the following two formulations of “unique satisfiability” for the second level ofPH,

USAT
∃,1
2 ∃ αY ∃! βZ ϕ(αY , βZ) ≡ ⊤

USAT
∃,2
2 ∃! αY ∀ βZ ϕ(αY , βZ) ≡ ⊤

Given the result of Marx [31, Thm. 5], showing the first of these to beΣp
2–complete,

one might attempt to proveUSAT
∃,1
2 ≤p

m CADL
IDL . Unfortunately, attempts to trans-

late the form ofUSAT
∃,1
2 into a simulating default theory turn out to be problem-

atic:22 the device used earlier to map multiple satisfying assignments (or unsatis-
fiability) to non-membership of an argument in the ideal extension, fails with the
form ∃αY ∃!βZϕ(αY , βZ) since it is unable to deal with two (or more) instantiations
of Yn all of whichreduceϕ to aCNF having a unique satisfying instantiation.

We first show that if we consider the form described in the second variant – which
we will now denote byUSAT∃

2, i.e. the language of formulaeϕ(Yn, Zn) for which
∃!αY ∀βZ ϕ(αY , βZ) – thenUSAT∃

2 ≤
p
m CADL

IDL . We then address the question of
Σp

2–hardness forUSAT∃
2 .

It should be noted that we donotassume instances ofUSAT∃
2 to be in a normal form.

Theorem 23 USAT∃
2 ≤

p
m CADL

IDL

Proof: Let ϕ(Yn, Zn) be an instance ofUSAT∃
2 . Consider the following instance –

〈Tϕ,Mw〉 – of CADL
IDL , in which Tϕ = 〈Tϕ, Aϕ,

– 〉. First form the default theory
〈Wϕ, Dϕ〉 over the literals

{yi, ¬yi, zi, ¬zi, xi, ¬xi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {w,¬w, ϕ,¬ϕ}

with Wϕ = ∅ andDϕ = D1 ∪D2 ∪D3 where,

D1 =

{

⊤ : Myi

yi

,
⊤ : M¬yi

¬yi

,
⊤ : Myi

¬xi

,
⊤ : M¬yi

¬xi

,
⊤ : Mxi

¬w
,
⊤ : Mxi

¬xi

: 1 ≤ i ≤ n

}

D2 =

{

⊤ : M(¬ϕ(Yn, Zn))

yi

,
⊤ : M(¬ϕ(Yn, Zn))

¬yi

: 1 ≤ i ≤ n

}

22 This is, perhaps, unsurprising: a close inspection of Marx’proof indicates that were it
possible directly to proveUSAT

∃,1
2 ≤p

m CADL
IDL then it is likely that one could directly derive

QSATΣ
2 ≤

p
m CADL

IDL thereby obviating any need to consider a generalisation ofUSAT for the
second level of the Polynomial Hierarchy.
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D3 =

{

⊤ : Mw

w
,
⊤ : Mϕ

ϕ
,
⊤ : M(¬ϕ(Yn, Zn))

ϕ(Yn, Zn)
,
⊤ : M(¬ϕ(Yn, Zn))

¬ϕ

}

Note that we distinguishϕ(Yn, Zn) the propositional formulapresented as an in-
stance ofUSAT∃

2 fromϕ a formalliteral in the constructed default theory(Wϕ, Dϕ).
TheABF Tϕ then hasTϕ = ∅ and

Aϕ = {Myi, M¬yi, Mxi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {Mϕ, Mw, M(¬ϕ(Yn, Zn))}

with Mα = ¬α for eachMα ∈ Aϕ.

The instance ofCADL
IDL formed is〈Tϕ,Mw〉.

We claim thatϕ(Yn, Zn) is accepted as an instance ofUSAT∃
2, i.e.∃!αY ∀βZ ϕ(αY , βZ),

if and only if 〈Tϕ,Mw〉 is accepted as an instance ofCADL
IDL .

Let α = 〈a1, . . . , an〉 ∈ 〈⊥,⊤〉
n be the unique instantiation ofYn that witnesses

ϕ(Yn, Zn) as a positive instance ofUSAT∃
2 . Consider the subsetΓα of Aϕ given by

Γα = {Myi : ai = ⊤} ∪ {M¬yi : ai = ⊥} ∪ {Mϕ,Mw}

We first note thatΓα defines an admissible subset ofAϕ. It is it clear that¬att(Γα,Γα).
Consider any∆ ⊆ Aϕ for which att(∆,Γα). If Myi ∈ ∆ (resp.M¬yi ∈ ∆) for
someM¬yi (resp.Myi) in Γα then such attacks are countered since{M¬yi} |=
¬yi and{Myi} |= yi. If Mxi ∈ ∆ (so that∆ |= ¬w) then we either haveMyi ∈ Γα

orM¬yi ∈ Γα so thatΓα |= ¬xi. Finally, if M(¬ϕ(Yn, Zn)) ∈ ∆ so that∆ |= ¬ϕ
sinceα is such thatϕ(α, Zn) ≡ ⊤ we obtain

Γα |= ϕ(Yn, Zn) = M(¬ϕ(Yn, Zn))

To complete the first part of the proof it remains only to show that no subset,∆
of Aϕ for which att(∆,Γα) is admissible, whence via Lemma 3(a), it follows that
〈Tϕ,Mw〉 is accepted as an instance ofCADL

IDL . Thus, consider any∆ for which
att(∆,Γα). From the earlier discussion showing thatΓα is admissible we have the
following possibilities.

D1. ∆ ∩ {M(¬ϕ(Yn, Zn)),Mx1, . . . ,Mxn} 6= ∅
In this caseatt(∆,∆): ∆ |= M(¬ϕ(Yn, Zn)) (from D3) or ∆ |= Mxi (from
D1) so that∆ cannnot be admissible.

D2. M¬yi ∈ ∆ for someMyi ∈ Γα.
In order for∆ to be admissible, we must have∆ |= M(¬ϕ(Yn, Zn)). This,
however, implies that there is an instantiationβ = β1, . . . , βn of Yn for which
ϕ(β, Zn) ≡ ⊤ so contradicting the premise thatα is theuniquesuch instanti-
ation ofYn.
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We deduce that ifϕ(Yn, Zn) is a positive instance ofUSAT∃
2 then 〈Tϕ,Mw〉 is a

positive instance ofCADL
IDL .

On the other hand suppose that,Θϕ the ideal extension ofTϕ contains the assump-
tionMw. ThenΘϕ contains exactly one assumption from{Myi,M¬yi} for each
1 ≤ i ≤ n (at least one in order thatΘϕ |= ¬xi is needed since{Mxi} |= ¬w; at
most one since{Myi,M¬yi} cannot be belong toΘϕ). Without loss of generality
suppose that{My1, . . . ,Myn} ⊂ Θϕ. Since{M(¬ϕ(Yn, Zn))} |= ¬yi we deduce
that Θϕ |= M(¬ϕ(Yn, Zn)), i.e. that the instantiationαY in which yi := ⊤ for
eachi is such thatϕ(αY , Zn) ≡ ⊤. Furthermore, from the fact that no subsetΓ of
Aϕ havingatt(Γ,Θϕ) can be admissible, we deduce thatαY is the unique instan-
tation ofYn with ϕ(αY , Zn) ≡ ⊤. Hence if〈Tϕ,Mw〉 is accepted as instance of
CADL

IDL thenϕ(Yn, Zn) is accepted as an instance ofUSAT∃
2. 2

Improvements to the lower bounds of Corollary 18 are established as a consequence
of the following result.

Theorem 24 QSATΣ
2 ≤

rp
m USAT∃

2 with probability1/4n.

Proof: The detailed argument is presented in Appendix C below. 2

Corollary 20

a. CADL
IDL is P

Σp
2

|| –complete via≤rp
m with probability1− 2−n.

b. VER
DL ,∅
IE is P

Σp
2

|| –complete via≤rp
m with probability1− 2−n.

c. VERDL
IE is P

Σp
2

|| –complete via≤rp
m with probability1− 2−n.

Proof: Noting that membership inP
Σp

2

|| for each case has already been shown and
recalling the earlier arguments of Corollary 18, it sufficesto prove only (a).

Consider theP
Σp

2

|| –complete problem23 ORω(QSATΣ
2 –QSATΠ

2 ) instances of which
comprisen pairs ofCNF formulae –〈ϕi(Ym, Zm), ψi(Vm,Wm)〉 – over disjoint sets
of variables (so the instance involves4nm distinct variables in total). Such an in-
stance being accepted if there is at least one pair〈ϕi(Ym, Zm), ψi(Vm,Wm)〉 for
whichϕi(Ym, Zm) is accepted as an instance ofQSATΣ

2 , i.e.∃αY ¬ϕi(αY , Zm) ≡ ⊤
andψi(Ym, Zm) is accepted as an instance ofQSATΠ

2 , i.e.∀αY ∃βZ ψ(αY , βZ).

23 That the given problem is indeedP
Σp

2

|| –complete is an easy generalisation of the methods

used to establishORω(SAT–UNSAT) is PNP
|| –complete.
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Choosing uniformly at random one of then pairs in such an instance immediately
yields

ORω(QSATΣ
2 –QSATΠ

2 ) ≤rp
m QSATΣ

2 –QSATΠ
2 with probability1/n

From Thm. 24,

QSATΣ
2 –QSATΠ

2 ≤rp
m USAT∃

2–QSATΠ
2 with probability1/4n

so that combining Corollary 18(a) and Thm. 23 gives

ORω(QSATΣ
2 –QSATΠ

2 ) ≤rp
m AND2(CADL

IDL ) with probability1/4n2

Hence, via Thm. 21,

ORω(QSATΣ
2 –QSATΠ

2 ) ≤rp
m CADL

IDL with probability1/4n2

Finally, applying Fact 12 and Thm. 22 we obtain

ORω(QSATΣ
2 –QSATΠ

2 ) ≤rp
m CADL

IDL with probability1− 2−n

from which (a) is immediate. 2

4 Conclusions and Further Work

We have considered the computational complexity of decision and search problems
arising in the ideal semantics of [19,20], addressing both theAF model of Dung [17]
andflat frameworks within theABF approach of Bondarenkoet al. [5].

It has been shown that for settings in which credulous reasoning can be carried out
in a complexity classC, the principal computational problems of interest can be
resolved withinPC|| or its functional analogueFPC||: classes believed to lie strictly be-
low coNPC the complexity ofscepticalreasoning in such environments. We have, in
addition, presented compelling evidence that deciding if an argument is acceptable
under the ideal semantics, if a set of arguments defines the ideal extension, and if
the ideal extension is empty, are not contained within any complexity class falling
strictly within PC||: all of these problems beingPC||–hard with respect to≤rp

m reduc-
tions of probability1−2−n. Although this complexity class compares unfavourably
with theC and coC–complete status of related questions under the credulous pre-
ferred semantics, it represents an improvement on the coNPC–completeness level of
similar issues within the sceptical preferred semantics.
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Given that sceptical acceptance is a precondition of membership in an ideal set this
reduction in complexity may appear surprising. If we consider theAF cases, the ap-
parent discrepancy is, however, accounted for by examiningthe second condition
that asetof arguments must satisfy in order to form an ideal set: as well as being
sceptically accepted, the set must be admissible. This condition plays a significant
role in the complexity shift. An important reason why testing sceptical acceptance
of a gven argumentx fails to belong to coNP (assuming coNP 6= Πp

2) is that the
condition “no attacker ofx is credulously accepted” whilenecessaryfor sceptical
acceptance ofx is not sufficient: a fact which seems first to have been observed
by Vreeswijk and Prakken [35] in their analysis of sound and complete proof pro-
cedures for credulous acceptance. Although this conditionis sufficient incoherent
frameworks, deciding ifH is coherent is alreadyΠp

2–complete [23]. In contrast, as
demonstrated in the characterisation of ideal sets given inLemma 1, anadmissible
set,S, is also sceptically accepted if and only if no argument inS− – i.e. attacker of
S – is credulously accepted: we thus have a condition which canbe tested in coNP.
With an analogous characterisation of ideal sets also holding in flat assumption
based fraemworks – Lemma 3 – a similar reduction in complexity is obtained.

The reason whyfinding the ideal extension (and consequently decision questions
predicated on its properties, e.g. cardinality, membership, etc.) can be performed
more efficiently than testing sceptical acceptance stems from the fact this set can
be readily computed given thebipartite framework,B(XPSA,XOUT,F) associated
with H(X ,A). Construction of this framework only requires determiningthe set,
XOUT, of arguments which are not credulously accepted, so thatexplicit consider-
ation of sceptical acceptance is never required. Although adirect representation of
the structures as a bipartite graph is not employed, the analogous partition of as-
sumptions in flatABFs affords a simlar device by which explicit testing of sceptical
acceptance is avoided.

This paper has focused on the graph-theoretic abstract argumentation framework
model from [17] and instantiations offlat assumption based frameworks, e.g. those
realisingLP andDL theories. Of the questions left open in ideal semantics, possibly,
the most challenging concerns the computational complexity of problems in non-
flat ABFs, in particular those realisingAEL. Of these it would be of some interest to
demonstrate, as we conjecture is indeed the case, that verifying a set of assumptions
as an ideal set isΠp

4–hard inAEL settings, thereby giving an exact bound. A final
collection of issues concern the performance of Algorithm 1as a practical mech-
anism for constructing the ideal extension. Thus Dung, Mancarella, and Toni [20]
describe dialectic approaches for identifying the ideal extension using a variation
of a procedure described in [18]. To what extent the methods of Algorithm 1 can be
used to complement or offer an effective alternative is a question of some interest.
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Appendix A

A.1 The argumentation frameworkHΦ

The form we describe is virtually identical to that first presented by Dimopoulos
and Torres [15, Thm. 5.1, p. 227] where it is used to establishNP–hardness ofCA

via a reduction from 3-SAT.

Given aCNF formulaΦ(Zn) = ∧m
j=1 Cj with eachCj a disjunction of literals from

{z1, . . . , zn,¬z1, . . . ,¬zn}, theAF,HΦ(X ,A) has

X = {Φ, C1, . . . , Cm} ∪ {zi, ¬zi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}

A = {〈Cj,Φ〉 : 1 ≤ j ≤ m} ∪ {〈zi,¬zi〉, 〈¬zi, zi〉 : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪

{〈zi, Cj〉 : zi occurs inCj} ∪ {〈¬zi, Cj〉 : ¬zi occurs inCj}

Fig. 3 illustratesHΦ.

C1

Φ

−z1z1

Cj
Cm

zi −z zn −z
i n

Fig. 3. The Argumentation FrameworkHΦ

Fact 25 (Dimopoulous and Torres [15]) LetΦ(Zn) be an instance of 3-SAT, i.e. a
3-CNF formula. ThenΦ(Zn) is satisfiable if and only ifCA(HΦ(X ,A),Φ).

.

A.2 The argumentation frameworkGΦ

The proof thatSA is Πp
2–complete from [23] uses a reduction fromQSATΠ

2 in-
stances of which may, without loss of generality, be restricted to 3-CNF formu-
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lae,Φ(Yn, Zn), accepted if∀ αY ∃ βZ Φ(αY , βZ), i.e. for every instantiation of the
propositional variablesYn (αY ) there is some instantiation ofZn (βZ) for which
〈αY , βZ〉 satisfiesΦ.

TheAF GΦ(W,B) is formed fromHΦ(X ,A), i.e.X ⊂ W andA ⊂ B, so that

W = {Φ, C1, . . . , Cm} ∪ {yi,¬yi, zi,¬zi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {b1, b2, b3}

B = {〈Cj,Φ〉 : 1 ≤ j ≤ m} ∪

{〈yi,¬yi〉, 〈¬yi, yi〉, 〈zi,¬zi〉, 〈¬zi, zi〉 : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪

{〈yi, Cj〉 : yi occurs inCj} ∪ {〈¬yi, Cj〉 : ¬yi occurs inCj} ∪

{〈zi, Cj〉 : zi occurs inCj} ∪ {〈¬zi, Cj〉 : ¬zi occurs inCj} ∪

{〈Φ, b1〉, 〈Φ, b2〉, 〈Φ, b3〉, 〈b1, b2〉, 〈b2, b3〉, 〈b3, b1〉} ∪

{〈b1, zi〉, 〈b1,¬zi〉 : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}

The resultingAF is shown in Fig. 4.

z2yn z1 zn

b2

b1

b3

y1 y2

Φ

HΦ

Fig. 4. The Argumentation FrameworkGΦ.

Fact 26 (Dunne and Bench-Capon [23])

a. Φ(Yn, Zn) is accepted as an instance ofQSATΠ
2 if and only ifSA(GΦ,Φ).

b. Φ(Yn, Zn) is accepted as an instance ofQSATΠ
2 if and only ifGΦ is coherent.
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Appendix B: Complexity of SAST in AFs

We recall there is a possible objection to defining〈H, x〉 ∈ SAST as accepted even
whenG hasno stable extension whatsoever, i.e.H 6∈ EXISTSST . 24 In order to
deal with this objection one might require as a preconditionof 〈H, x〉 ∈ SAST that
H ∈ EXISTSST . In this appendix we present a proof that this variant, whichwe will
denote bySA

≥1
ST is Dp–complete.

Theorem 27 The decision problemSA
≥1
ST accepting instances〈H, x〉 for whichH

has at least one stable extensionand x is a member of every such extension is
Dp–complete.

Proof: Membership inDp follows by observing that accepted instances are exactly
those belonging to,

L1 ∩ L2 = CAST ∩ {〈〈X ,A〉, x〉 : ∀ S ⊆ X (VERST (〈X ,A〉, S) ⇒ (x ∈ S)}

AsL1 ∈ NP andL2 ∈ coNP the upper bound is immediate.

For the matchingDp–hardness lower bound we again employ the standard trans-
lation from 3-CNF instances described in Appendix A, to instances〈ϕ1, ϕ2〉 of
the canonicalDp–hard problemSAT-UNSAT. Given an instance〈ϕ1, ϕ2〉 of SAT-
UNSAT, form the instance〈K, ψ2〉 of SA

≥1
ST in which the AF, K has arguments

Xϕ1
∪ Xϕ2

∪ {α, ψ1, ψ2}, i.e. the arguments of theAFsHϕ1
andHϕ2

together with
new arguments{ψ1, ψ2, α}. In addition to those attacks already present inHϕj

, K
contains attacks

{〈ϕi, ψi〉, 〈ψi, ϕi〉} 1 ≤ i ≤ 2

〈ψ1, yi〉 for each literalyi of ϕ1

〈ψ2, yi〉 for each literalyi of ϕ2

{〈ϕ1, α〉, 〈α, ψ2〉}

This AF is illustrated in Fig. 5.

The instance〈K, ψ2〉 of SA
≥1
ST satisfies bothEXISTSST and hasψ2 a member of

every stable extension if and only ifϕ1 ∈ 3-SAT andϕ2 ∈ 3-UNSAT.

24 Resulting inAFs for which 〈〈X ,A〉, x〉 ∈ SAST and 〈〈X ,A〉, x〉 6∈ CAST for every
x ∈ X , i.e.everyargument is sceptically accepted butnonecredulously so.
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α

Φ
Φ

Ψ

Φ

Φ

Ψ Ψ

H
1

2

1

1

2

H

2

21Ψ  attacks all arguments
 attacks all arguments

Fig. 5. The Argumentation FrameworkK

To see this, first note thatK has no stable extension if and only ifϕ1 is unsatisfiable:
CAPR(K, ϕ1) if and only if ϕ1 is satisfiable, so that if this is not case thenα is
unattacked in every preferred extension. Thus the instance〈K, ψ2〉 can only be
accepted ifϕ1 is satisfiable. In addition, shouldϕ1 be satisfiable, thenψ2 belongs to
every stable extension if and only ifϕ2 isunsatisfiable. That is, ifϕ2 has a satisfying
instantiation eitherK has no stable extension at all (ϕ1 being unsatisfiable) or if
bothϕ1 andϕ2 are satisfiable then{ϕ1, ϕ2} together with the literals selected by
the witnessing satisfying assignments form a stable extension that does not contain
ψ2. 2

Appendix C: Proof of Theorem 24

We recall that Thm. 24 asserts

QSATΣ
2 ≤

rp
m USAT∃

2 with probability1/4n.

The proof of this is based on the fact that Valiant and Vazirani’s randomized reduc-
tion from SAT to USAT [34] exploits acombinatorialproperty ofarbitrary subsets
S of then-dimensional vector space〈0, 1〉n formed via the operations{⊕,∧} 25

and randomly chosen elements from this, i.e. it does not explicitly depend onsat-
isfiability per se.

25 That is the vector spaceGF[2]n: the operation⊕ being Boolean “exclusive–or”, i.e.
x⊕ y = 1 if and only if x 6= y.
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In our subsequent discussion, we view instantiations to a set of n propositional
variables asn-tuples from〈0, 1〉n. Given

x = 〈x1, x2, . . . , xn〉 ∈ 〈0, 1〉
n

y = 〈y1, y2, . . . , yn〉 ∈ 〈0, 1〉
n

the inner productw.r.t. {⊕,∧} of x andy (denotedx · y) is the value in〈0, 1〉
given by,

x · y =
n

⊕

i=1

(xi ∧ yi)

The reduction fromSAT to USAT in [34] builds on the following result.

Fact 28 ([34, Thm. 2.4, p. 89]) LetS ⊆ 〈0, 1〉n andw1, w2, . . ., wn be chosen
uniformly at random from〈0, 1〉n. For each1 ≤ i ≤ n, defineSi to be the set

Si =







v ∈ S :
i

∧

j=1

(v · wj = 0)







Furthermore, letPn(S) be the probability that, for somei ≤ n, |Si| = 1. Then
Pn(S) ≥ 1/4.

The main device needed is a mechanism for manipulating the structure of formulae
in order to exploit Fact 28. This is achieved in the followingdevelopment of [34,
Lemma 2.1, p. 88], where the notion of a set ofcandidatesfor an instanceϕ(Yn, Zn)
of QSATΣ

2 – denotedC(ϕ) – is defined as

C(ϕ) = { α ∈ 〈0, 1〉n : ∀β ∈ 〈0, 1〉n, ϕ(α, β) = 1}

Note the set of candidates is well-defined irrespective of the exact form taken byϕ,
i.e. it is not required thatϕ be either inCNF or DNF: we restrict attention, however,
to formulae defined over the logical basis{∧,∨,¬}.

Lemma 5 Letϕ(Yn, Zn) be a formula defining an instance ofQSATΣ
2 and letw1, w2, . . . , wk

be elements of〈0, 1〉n.

a. There is a propositional formula,ψk(Yn, Zn) (that may be constructed in lin-
ear time) and is such thatC(ψk) ⊆ C(ϕ) and

∀ α ∈ C(ψk)
k
∧

i=1

(α · wi = 0)
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b. Givenψk one may construct in polynomial time a formula over the basis
{∧,∨,¬}, χk(Yn ∪ Um, Zn) using variablesYn ∪ Zn ∪ Um for some value
ofm such that defining

C(χk) = { γ ∈ 〈0, 1〉n+m : ∀ β χ(γ, β) = 1}

Then there exists some〈γn+1, . . . , γn+m〉 ∈ 〈0, 1〉
m for which

〈α1, α2, . . . , αn, γn+1, γn+2, . . . , γn+m〉 ∈ C(χk)

if and only if〈α1, α2, . . . , αn〉 ∈ C(ψk)

Proof: Givenϕ(Yn, Zn) as defined in the Lemma statement and〈w1, . . . , wk〉 from
〈0, 1〉n, define the formulaψk(Yn, Zn) to beϕ(Yn, Zn) ∧ ωk(Yn) where,

ω1(Yn) =



1 ⊕
⊕

j : w1,j=1

yj



 for i = 1

ωi(Yn) = ωi−1 ∧



1 ⊕
⊕

j : wi,j=1

yj



 for i > 1

Notice thatC(ψk) ⊆ C(ϕ) since,

C(ψk) = {α : ψk(α, Yn) ≡ 1}

= {α : ϕ(α, Yn) ≡ 1} ∩ {α : ωk(α) = 1}

⊆ {α : ϕ(α, Yn) ≡ 1}

= C(ϕ)

Furthermore, any suchα must satisfyωk(α) = 1, so that for each1 ≤ i ≤ k,
(1 ⊕ ⊕j : wi,j=1 yj), it follows that





⊕

j : wi,j=1

yj



 (α) = 0

i.e.wi · y = 0. This establishes part (a).

For part (b), withϕ(Yn, Zn) assumed already to be over the logical basis{∧,∨,¬}
to convertψk to a formulaχ of this form it suffices to observe that only the sub-
formulaωk (involving the opeartion⊕) is not in the required form. Furthermoreωk

consists of a conjunction of termsQi each having the form

1 ⊕ yi1 ⊕ yi2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ yim
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for some subset{yi1, . . . , yim} of Yn. Without loss of generality it suffices to show
that1⊕y1⊕y2⊕· · ·⊕ym may be efficiently translated to a formula,χ(Ym∪Um−1)
using only operations from{∧,∨,¬}.

Note that ifm = 0 no translation is needed; and ifm = 1 then1⊕y1 ≡ ¬y1, so we
may assumem ≥ 2. Introducing new variables{u1, u2, . . . , um−1}, χ(Yn ∪ Um−1)
is formed from

(u1 ↔ (y1 ⊕ y2)) ∧ (u2 ↔ (u1 ⊕ y3)) ∧ . . . ∧ (um−1 ↔ (um−2 ⊕ ym)) ∧ (um−1 ⊕ 1)

Since

(x↔ (y ⊕ z)) ≡ (1⊕ x⊕ y ⊕ z)

≡ (¬x⊕ y ⊕ z)

≡ (¬x ∨ y ∨ z)(¬x ∨ ¬y ∨ ¬z)(x ∨ y ∨ ¬z)(x ∨ ¬y ∨ z)

this conversion can be performed in polynomial time withoutintroducing further
new variables. Lettingχk(Yn ∪ Um, Zn) be the formula resulting by translating
ψk(Yn, Zn) = ϕ(Yn, Zn) ∧ ωk(Yn) in this way, it remains only to note that any
candidate

〈α1, α2, . . . , αn, γn+1, γn+2, . . . , γn+m〉

of χk(Yn∪Um, Zn) maps to a unique candidate (〈α1, α2, . . . , αn〉) ofψk(Yn, Zn) and
that for 〈α1, α2, . . . , αn〉 ∈ C(ψk) there is some choice of〈γn+1, γn+2, . . . , γn+m〉
for which

〈α1, α2, . . . , αn, γn+1, γn+2, . . . , γn+m〉 ∈ C(χk)

2

We observe that the argument and construction of Lemma 5 is effectively identical
to that of [34, Lemma 2.1]: the latter deals with satisfying instantiations ofϕ(Xn)
instead of the notion of candidates ofϕ(Yn, Zn).

We now have sufficient machinery in place to provide the

Proof: (of Thm. 24) Givenϕ(Yn, Zn) an instance ofQSATΣ
2 choose (uniformly at

random) a valuek in {1, 2, . . . , n} and then (also uniformly at random)k n-tuples
w1, w2, . . ., wk from 〈0, 1〉n. The instance ofUSAT∃

2 constructed is the formula
χk(Yn ∪ Um, Zn) of Lemma 5.
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To see thatϕ(Yn, Zn) is accepted as an instance ofQSATΣ
2 if and only if χk(Yn ∪

Um, Zn) is accepted as an instance ofUSAT∃
2, first observe that ifϕ(Yn, Zn) fails

to define a positive instance ofQSATΣ
2 , i.e.C(ϕ) = ∅, thenχk can never define a

positive instance ofUSAT∃
2: in this caseC(χk) = ∅.

On the other hand, if|C(ϕ)| = t > 0, then from Fact 28, givenn randomly chosen
elements,〈w1, w2, . . . , wn〉 from 〈0, 1〉n, we know that with probability at least1/4
there is a choice ofk ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , n} such that

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

{

v ∈ C(ϕ) :
k
∧

i=1

(v · wi = 0)

}∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

= 1

Hence the correct choice ofk (in forming χk) is made with probability (at least)
1/n, from which it follows that with probability at least1/4n exactly one such
candidate will survive as a member ofC(χk). In consequenceχk will be accepted
as an instance ofUSAT∃

2. 2
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